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hello!
Welcome to our inspirational new catalogue, packed with
innovative Sensory Equipment and Soft Play. We hope you
enjoy browsing through. Please check our website

www.totalsensory.co.uk periodically for new products!

Total Sensory, Technologies House, 
507 Ashingdon Road, 
Rochford, Essex, SS4 3HE
Tel: +44 (0)1702 542231
Fax: +44(0)1702 541049
info@totalsensory.co.uk
www.totalsensory.co.uk

Find us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/totalsensory
Follow us on Twitter
http://twitter.com/totalsensory

We welcome your suggestions to add to our

range; and many of these will be added

throughout the year to our website at

www.totalsensory.co.uk - please check online for

our new sound board and sensory bus! For even more updates and special offers, please

join our Facebook or Twitter pages. If however

you would like to speak to us, please call us on

the number above and we will be happy to help. 
Total Sensory (Family run business!) Team

"We are very pleased to have chosen Total

Sensory to provide our new Children's A&E

and Fracture Clinic department with child

safe and visually stimulating interactive

entertainment systems to distract children

during treatment and eases young patients

hospital experience. 

The support and advice received from all the

team at Total Sensory has been excellent

throughout."

CAROLINE, BASILDON HOSPITAL

New this year!New Sensory Packages Page 06-07Sensory on the Go Mobile Unit Page 08Sensory Bus Page 09
Cube, Touch & Sound Activated Bubble Tubes Page 14-15Pea Pods Page 55

Musical Footnotes & Stools Page 48New Garden Section Page 96-106Sensory Smell Games Page 30Tactile Cushions & Aprons Page 60Zoned Padded Areas Page 75
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sensory rooms

For many years now, Total Sensory have been designing, creating 

and installing sensory rooms.

Total Sensory take pride on giving excellent customer service-
from start to finish, we listen to your ideas and aspirations for a
new, or refurbished room. If you are unsure where to start, we
can make suggestions of suitable products, and will endeavour
to aim for your budget.

We have our own team of experienced installers who are also
trained electricians, CRB checked and NICEIC approved. All staff
hold current safety qualifications to ensure the protection of your
service users, staff and members of the public. Above all, our
team have a friendly and helpful approach, ensuring you are
happy with our service and products.

What’s the procedure for a sensory room enquiry? Initially,
contact us via phone or email and we will have a chat about your
requirements covering any budget you may have, your location,
the age group and particular needs of the service users, and the
overall size of the room in question. We can then put together a
free, no obligation 3D drawing of your room with products
pictured. This will give you a visual layout of the finished sensory
room. An itemised quotation will accompany this drawing, and
you can then review and ask for any amendments. If you decide
to proceed, we will book in a suitable date with yourself and our
installers, and begin production. Dependent on the size and
nature of the room – whether there is custom made
requirements, for example – lead times vary from 4-6 weeks,
although during busy periods, such as school holidays, it is best
to place the order to ensure we can install before the school re-
opens.

Following successful installation & training, we can provide
pricing for annual servicing- to keep your new sensory room in
excellent condition.

”We are very pleased to have chosen TotalSensory to provide our new Children's A&E andFracture Clinic department with child safe andvisually stimulating interactive entertainmentsystems to distract children during treatment andeases young patients hospital experience. Thesupport and advice received from all the team atTotal Sensory has been excellent throughout.”
BASILDON HOSPITAL
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sensory rooms

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231 03

”Hi Vanessa and Total Sensory Team,Just to say a really big thank you to everyone for the installation
of our sensory room equipment ,it looks absolutely fantastic,
can't wait for children to return and try it out. Everyone who has
been down to visit our new room has been delighted and
amazed at the effects we have managed to create, in what was
formally a very boring and unsuitable space. Please also thank
Hugh and his assistant for their excellent work, we were really
impressed with their professional attitude and quality of work,
as well as their very cheery dispositions! I hope, in time, we will
be able to make some additions, and will not hesitate to contact
your company again. No doubt other professionals will be
visiting our school, observing our children using the equipment,
and I shall be only too happy to recommend your company and
installation team. Thanks once again.”

GRANGE PARK PRIMARY

from design to completion

Prices exclude VAT
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maintenance
We offer a range of maintenance options to
suit your requirements, from one off call outs to
regular servicing to maintain your equipment.

Very often sensory spaces become unusable areas- electrical items may stop
functioning, bulbs blow, padded floors and walls become unhygienic and bubble
tubes get clogged and stop performing. When your sensory room is first installed, 
it’s a good idea to ask us for a maintenance contract to prevent this often costly space
becoming redundant. If, however, you already have a sensory room that requires a
little attention, please contact us and we will provide pricing for your requirements. 

All of our team are electrically qualified, have vast experience installing sensory 
& soft play rooms and are NICEIC Approved for your peace of mind. 

For further details please go to www.sensoryroom-maintenance.co.uk

of sensory rooms

deep clean of

bubble tube

steam clean 
of padding

PAT
Testing

4 Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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Wireless Switch System
for Sensory Rooms
Total Sensory’s wireless touch screen system for operating electrical equipment
within sensory and soft play areas couldn’t be simpler! The unique 25cm touch
screen can be easily mounted onto the wall, usually at the entrance, to operate
all lighting and electrical products wirelessly with the touch of a finger. 

We can install the switching system into new or existing sensory rooms to
improve control and usability- making it easy for everyone to operate the area,
without on-going training or complicated PC switching systems! The unit also
eliminates the need for untidy cables and provides instant stimulation, without
the delay waiting for the operator to turn on the computer, load up the relevant
software and eventually…turn on some equipment!

We recommend our full installation service, please enquire for pricing. The
below bundles are supply only.

When installed, the unit is labelled with your product names -
each with an on/off touch sensitive button. You can then control
elements in the room individually, for example, you may have a
service user that doesn’t respond well to too much sensory
stimulation and therefore only need the bubble tube on. Also all
members of staff can operate this system without prior training.

Bundle 1 - Wireless System with receivers for 5 electrical items
£825.00 exc VAT (supply only)

Bundle 2 - Wireless System with receivers for 10 electrical items
£1650.00 exc VAT (supply only)

NB - Further receivers can be added, please contact us 
for pricing and installation fees.

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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sensory packages

Please f ind below a number of
different sensory packages offering
you great valu e! Ideal for adding
to or creating a sensory room.

The ‘Sensory Corner’ is ideal for where space is at a premium
and perhaps the room in mind is multi-functional.

The ‘Sensory Room’ packages provide you with a small room's
worth of equipment for a well rounded sensory environment.

SENSORY CORNER PACKAGE:

Ideal where space/ budget or both are limited!

BT-01 1.5m Passive Bubble Tube
Passive bubble tube, rotates through the various
colours and creates a relaxing calming effect

BT-LLCP-A Low Level Cushioned Base 
100 x 100cm square 
Providing a comfortable platform to sit around the
bubble tube

BT-WB Wall Bracket for bubble tube

BT-BC Care Package for bubble tube 
Including Anti-Bacterial BCB Fluid and a Water Siphon
to aid cleaning

SC-1 Twinkle Fibre Optic Carpet
1 x 1 metre square with 50W colour change
lightsource

SS-751 Sparkle Fibre Strands
75 Strands - Each 1 metre in length
50W lightsource with colour wheel

SRP-CP £1,499.00
Excluding delivery & VAT

SENSORY ROOM PACKAGE 1:

Our most popular package- the sensory room
package incorporates all items for sensory
stimulation.

SS-751 Sparkle Fibre Strands
75 Strands of fibre 
Each 1 metre in length 
50W lightsource with colour wheel

PJ-LED01 LED Projector Package
LED Projector Package 
6 inch plastic wheel of your choice 
Wheel Rotator- 1/2 rpm

BT-03 1.5m Interactive Bubble Tube
Interactive Bubble Tube
150mm diameter. Wireless Switch Box

BT-LLCP-A Low Level Cushioned Base
100 x 100cm square 
Providing a comfortable platform to sit around the
bubble tube

BT-WB Wall Bracket for bubble tube

BT-BC Care Package for bubble tube 
Including Anti-Bacterial BCB Fluid and a Water
Siphon to aid cleaning

ICI-1 Interactive Twinkle Fibre Carpet
2 x 1 metre square. 1 metre tail to lightsource 
50W colour change lightsource 
Activates under pressure- use you're hands, feet 
or body to make the fibres sparkle!

IRL-01 Interactive Rainbow Lights
Highly sensitive to sound, the lights respond to
speech, clapping & music. Comes with a
microphone for control of the lights- simply
breathing into this creates a reaction from the
lights.

FOC-02 Fibre optic Curtain
Colour changing sparkle fibre curtain 1m in length
ideal for mounting onto a wall or behind a bed.

BR-01 Body Rocker
Stimulates sense of balance and co-ordination 
150cm long x 70cm wide

WB-08 Complete Mirror Ball Package 
20cm Mirror Ball with 15cm support chain
Mains powered mirror ball motor 
Pinspot with rotating colour wheel

AT-01 Aroma Therapy Unit

SRP-SR1 £4,995.00
Excluding delivery & VAT

Please note all packages are supply only.
Please contact us for installation prices.

06

White/fushcia
base also
available
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SENSORY ROOM PACKAGE 2:

Following on from the success of the original
sensory room package, this option incorporates the
most popular, 1.75m high, interactive bubble tube
with wireless switch box, all accessories for care
and safety, as well as a 120cm corner cushioned
base. The package also includes popular uv fibre
strands, musical footnotes, calming cd's, a bundle
projector pack and many more.

BT-05 Interactive 1.75m Bubble Tube
with switch box
150mm in diameter, with wireless switch box for
colour selection

BT-LLCP-B Corner Low Level 
Cushioned Base
120 x 120cm, reversable, choose from white/blue
or white/fuschia

BT-WB Wall Bracket for bubble tube
Extendable wall bracket for safe mounting of tube
back to your wall

BT-BC Care Package for bubble tube
Includes Anti-bacterial fluid and a water siphon to
aid cleaning

IB-01 Infinity Box
60 x 60cm portable infinity box, made with colour
changing fibres.

SMF-MF Musical Footnotes
Set of 8 circular pads, with sound reeds
representing musical notes.

AM-HM Hands Mirrors
One pair of Acrylic mirrors, shaped like hands.

UV-1001 UV Sparkle n Glow Fibre
Strands with 50W lightsource
100 Colourful fibres, sparkle when connected to
the provided lightsource. Each 1m in length

RC-1 2 x 1m Fibre Optic Carpet
Black rug, embedded with fibres, safe to the touch,
carpet can be cleaned as normal.

PJ-LED08 Bundle Mixed Projector Pack
Includes LED projector, universal wheel rotator and
4 wheels of your choice.

AT-01 Aroma Unit with 10ml oil
Choose from apple, coconut, mango, pineapple,
strawberry, lavender, freesia, rose, yland ylang or
clean sheets fragrance.

MS-CD 2 x Relaxation CD's
Choose from quiet spaces, enchanted meditations
for kids, rays of calm, relax and de-stress, anger
management, anxiety and worry.

SRP-SR2 £3,995.00
Excluding delivery & VAT

Please note all packages are supply only.
Please contact us for installation prices.

SENSORY STIMULATION
FOR THE ELDERLY:

Ideal for care homes, or residential centres.
Products include stimulation for the sight, sound,
tactile and smelling senses. Virtually maintenance
free, colour changing fibres surround the fiesta
tube in a mobile plinth for moving from a bedroom
to a lounge area, for example.

This package also includes products to encourage
movement in the hands- excellent for healthy
bones - and products to encourage socialisation-
such as the sensory smell games. Create your own
sensory area with the colour changing fiesta tube
and projector with 4 different wheels.

FT-02 Fiesta Tube with Cushioned Plinth
On lockable casters. Colour changing rosettes of
fibres arranged on all sides of the tube. Includes
cushioned base at 40cm height providing ideal
seating position. Lockable casters enable
transportation from room to room.

SA-TPY Theraputty
Set of 6 therapeutic putty's varying in density-
some super soft, some hard.

SA-SSG Choice of Sensory Smell Game
Choose from pick the fruit or pick the flowers
sensory smell game

TP-TCH Tactile Cushion
Your choice of tactile cushion- from 'fun at the
fairground' or 'dotty tea party,' contains various
tactile material like artifical grass, ribbons, bows,
satin and lace.  

SMG-01 Sensory Musical Gloves
Simply put on, and each fingertip has a sensor for a
musical note - press down onto any surface, or
hold hands with someone wearing the gloves to
play music. Various instrument choices including
piano and xylophone. Great for artheritis suffers, to
encourage exercise of the fingers.

PJ-LED07 Reminiscence Projector Pack
Includes LED projector, rotator and 4x wheels.
Simple to change effects and to add discs in the
future, from our vast catalogue. Included in this
pack are vintage products wheel, 1950's film star
card wheel, 1936-1945 wheel and 1930-40's
wheel. If you would like to substitute a wheel for a
different one, no problem, have a look at our range
and please let us know.

SRP-EP Total: £1,735.00
Excluding delivery & VAT

TODDLER SENSORY
PACKAGE:

Encouraging learning with sensory & soft play
sessions for little ones with this stimulating
package.

SPMF-01 Padded Mat
1 x Soft Play Plain Mat. 1.2 x 1.2m square, 35mm
thick. Choose a colour from: black, yellow, grey,
red, white, aqua, dark blue, ice blue, pale blue,
orange, fuchsia, bright green, lilac, or sand.

ED-ED Expression Dolls x 2
Choose two from: laughing louie, angry alice,
fearful freddy, surprised sam, happy hannah, 
or sad sally.

SWM-ATB Apple tree wall mat & basket
Ideal for group play and learning to take your turn!
Simply throw a plastic ball (not provided) to try and
get it into the apple tree basket. Pockets for the
apple tree are good for playing games and storing
different objects- try feeling the pocket to guess its
contents.

UVP-01 Draw n Glow Kit
Complete with magic pen, allows you to draw
shapes in the air above the draw n glow board
only to watch them fade, so you can create another
drawing. Can also make contact with the board to
trace the provided stencils or draw your own
patterns. Use over and over again in the dark, and
watch it fade in the light

SS-1002 Sparkle Fibre Strands
Sparkle Fibre Optic Strands and colour change
lightsource- includes 100 strands of fibre, each 2m
long, sparkling and changing colour along its
length. Very tactile and visually stimulating

AWP-04 Pathfinder panel
Great for visual tracking and fine motor skills. Track
the beads across the wooden board, following the
path as you go. Measures 61 x 61cm

SMF-MF Musical Footnotes
Set of 8 circular pads, each with a different musical
note. Simply jump from one to another to play
music. Comes with a sheet for group activities.

AT-APD Aroma Play Dough kit
Complete kit with coloured, smelly dough- use the
stencils and make a masterpiece.

SRP-TP £1,450.00
Excluding delivery & VAT
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sensory on the go!

Total Sensory - on the Go!
We have developed a complete mobile sensory experience to enable
you to share a calming sensory corner with various user(s). Ideal for
those who have limited space and budget for a full sensory room but
still want to provide a sensory area. Ideal for care homes to
accommodate easy movement of the unit from lounge areas to
individual rooms when needed.

1.2m long x 1.2m high, with high density vinyl covered foam padding
throughout, providing a wipe clean and comfortable seating area with
back cushion for support. The unit comes with lockable casters, 2 x
acrylic mirrors, 1m long colour changing bubble tube, 2m long
sparkling fibre optic strands.

Optional extras include: Vibrating back pad to 
replace plain padded panel, ideal for extra 
stimulation, and a vinyl cover for the unit, 
ideal for storage. Vinyl available in various 
colour choices (fuschia pictured here).

Sensory on the Go Complete Unit
SOTG-01 £2795.00 exc VAT

Vinyl Cover for complete unit
E-CV £185.00 exc VAT

Vibrating padded panel (battery operated)
E-VP £195.00 exc VAT

Upgrades:
Upgrade to Interactive Bubble Tube with
Wireless Switch Box
SOTGU-BTI £255.00 exc VAT

Upgrade to Interactive Ball & Bead Bubble
Tube with Wireless Switch Box
SOTGU-BTIB £290.00 exc VAT

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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sensory bus

The Sensory Bus is approx. 1.2m long by 90cm
high. Although you cannot actually get inside
the bus, there are sensory features packed on
every side!

On one side there are activities, on the other
there  are visual- colour changing- effects, on
the back is the music station and the front is
the personal exploration section with acrylic
mirrors and a magnetic board for placing your
name. The Wheels also offer tactile stimulation,
each one offering a different surface to explore.

The back is also equipped with a lockable
cabinet to store other sensory items, such as
aroma balls, that you may want the bus to
travel with. There is also a spare electrical
socket on the bus that will enable you to plug
in a projector to sit on the top, or some sparkle
fibre strands and fibre optic carpet (available
separately)

Size approx: 1.2m long x 90cm high

Sensory Bus Complete Unit
SBU-01 £3695.00 exc VAT

Complete Mobile Sensory Experience
heading to a bus stop near you!

Optional Extras:
Cover for Storage
Keep your bus in tip top condition with this vinyl, 
wipe clean, durable cover to place over the entire unit.
SB-CV £185.00 exc VAT

Stop Here! Bus Sign
As an additional option, you can also purchase a 'Stop
here' bus sign. This is equipped with a sensor that
detects movement, to announce the arrival of the
Sensory Bus! You can record your own messages into
the sensor, so you can provide the name of the person
the bus is going to etc.
SB-VP £295.00 exc VAT

Fibre Package
Add a 1.2 x 1.2m Fibre Optic Carpet and 2m long
Sparkle Fibre Optic Strands to your bus. Both products
are provided with a twin port lightsource so you can
plug both in at the same time using the accessory
socket on the bus. Ideal to lay in front of the bus.
Carpet can be easily rolled up for storage.
SB-FP £499.00 exc VAT

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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play’n’go sensory case

Sparkle 
Fibre Optic

Harness

Space
Projector

with Liquid
Wheel

10 Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Total Sensory’s Play’n’Go portable case is ideal for occupational therapists,

or for anyone who wishes to bring the sensory experience to the service user. 

Ideal for care homes or for those who are less mobile; councils or charities who need to loan out items to those who need them.
Provides a convenient way of transporting and a robust method of packaging, to ensure the products live long and benefit as
many people as possible. It incorporates typical sensory products to stimulate the visual, auditory, tactile and olfactory senses.

Case Includes:

• SS-752 75 Strand 2m length Sparkle
Fibre Optic Harness

• Mini Twinkle Fibre Optic Carpet
• Twin Port Lightsource - for above

two products
• 2 x Aroma Squeeze Me’s
• 2 x Calming CDs
• Ball Cushion to aid balance and 

co-ordination
• Twirly Whirly Rainbomaker
• 5 x Small Tactile Discs
• Space Projector with 3 Liquid Wheels

and a Graphic Pack
• 2 x Tactile Balls
• Aroma Play Dough Kit
• Complete with tough, durable case.

PGC-01 £985.00

Prices exclude VAT
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play’n’go UV case

Total Sensory’s Play ‘n’ Go UV portable case enables you to create 

a dramatic UV environment anywhere dark.

The portable case incorporates a range of glowing products including fabric,

paper, stars and shapes, balls, shakers, gloves, UV draw’n’glow cushion 

with magic pen and fibre optics that both sparkle and glow. Compact 

yet durable, this case brings UV to the service user, encouraging 

visual and tactile exploration at home.

Case Includes:

• UV-1002 100 strands 2m length
UV Sparkle ‘n’ Glow Harness
with 50w light source

• UV Torch
• Fluorescent Roller Shaker
• UV Fabric
• UV Reactive Paper
• Set of 4 Fluorescent Pens
• Glow in the Dark White Gloves
• UV Glowing Shapes
• UV Draw ‘n’ Glow Cushion 

and Magic Pen
• Fluorescent Roly Poly
• Glow in the Dark Balls
• LED UV Spotlight
• Complete with tough, 

durable case

PGCUV-01 £895.00

UV
Draw’n’Glow

Cushion

Fluorescent 
Roly Poly

UV Sparkle’n’
Glow Fibre

Optics

11Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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play’n’go all sense case

Total Sensory's biggest case yet incorporates items for all the senses -

touch, taste, smell, sound and sight. 

It also includes a mini version of our bubble tube, with a vortex that builds up inside, and our popular sensory musical

gloves! It offers something for everyone, all packed away in our luxury wheeled suitcase.

Case Includes:
• Colour changing Mini Bubble Tube
• Liquid Projector with 3 x Oil Wheels

and a Graphics Pack
• Sensory Musical Gloves
• 2 x Aroma Squeeze Me’s
• Hand Held Acrylic Mirror
• Hand Held Coloured Frame
• Small Tubie Maze
• UV Torch
• 50W Lightsource
• Weighted Snake
• Sensachew necklace
• 2 x Relaxation CDs
• Wireless Massage Cushion

Choose from either:  
• Twinkling UV Fibre Strands 

or 
• Colour Changing Fibre Strands 

(both pictured in image)

PGCAS-01 £1495.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

UV 
Fibre

Strands

Prices exclude VAT
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mini UV den kit
A starter kit for exploring UV equipment in the dark.
Draw shapes and patterns in the air with the draw
n glow kit, play with the roller shaker watching the
beads glow and hang bright UV tubing and fabric.

Kit Contents:
• UV Torch
• UV Fabric
• UV Line Lite Tubing
• Draw n Glow Kit
• Flourescent Roller Shaker
• Glow in the dark gloves

Best explored in one of our dark dens...
Children must be supervised at all times 
due to small parts in this kit.

MUVD £152.42

This Sensory Kit takes some textural, easy to squeeze sensory balls,
some favourite finger fidgets, a dash of vibration and some captivating
visual toys...to give you a kit of sensory fun!

Caters for a multitude of benefits, including: hand strengthening,
reducing stress, improving concentration, promoting ease with
language- the fidget is a focus tool, but lets not forget its fun and
engaging too!

Sensory Kit includes:
• Textured Tangle • Jiggler Parrot
• Tangle Therapy • Kangaroo (set of 2)
• Finger Squash-It (set of 6) • Hand Held Massager Bug
• Season Squeeze (set of 4) • Twidget
• Animal Squishes (set of 3) • Storage Bin
• Arctic Squeeze (set of 3)

SSFC-FCT £199.00

sensory f idgets kit

sensory explorers kit
Great starting point for exploring the
senses. Includes products to cater for
sight, sound, touch and smell.

Includes:
• Sparkle Fibre Optic Strands - 

75 at 1m length
• Colour Change Lightsource for fibres

above
• Giant Top for balance and 

co-ordination
• Draw n Glow Kit for creativity and

exploring creating light in the dark
• Musical Footnotes- set of 8. Great

group activity; pressure activated
sounds to jump across the room with

• Aroma Unit plus oil- to fill the room
with a unique scent

• Musical Gloves - create music your
way, simply put on the gloves and
each fingertip represents a different
musical note- hold hands with
someone to play music, or press
onto a surface. Lots of different
instruments to choose from

• Tactile feet- pack of 8 different
textures to explore

SEXP-01 £999.00
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Bubble Tubes are one of the most memorable items

in a sensory room and often become the focal point. 

We provide a range of calm colour changing and switch controlled bubble tubes. The
calm colour changing range continually fades through a series of calming colours whereas
the switch controlled tubes allow the user control via a wireless switch box. Using the
illuminated switches you can select red, green, blue, or yellow and the tube changes to the
corresponding colour. You can also turn the bubbles on and off with the central button on
the control box. The switch box is rechargeable, so no need to replace batteries. If no
button is pressed for a pre-set period the tube returns to passive mode; slowly changing
through the colours by itself. 

The ball/bead bubble tubes have an insert in the centre of the tube that carries coloured
balls and beads through the centre. Users can watch them float back down and spring up-
encouraging tracking skills and focusing attention. 

Wall brackets, Water Siphons and BCB fluid can also be purchased. The fluid prevents
bacterial growth in the tube and wall brackets are recommended for all tubes. The water
siphon allows for easy drainage of the water to clean and refill.

A range of padded platforms are available for use with our bubble tubes, 
please see pages 17 and 18 .

bubble tubes

Ball & Bead
Bubble Tube

Calm Colour Changing
Bubble Tube

1.5m long, 150mm diameter 
Colour Changing
BT-01 £635.00

1.75m long, 150mm diameter
Colour Changing
BT-02 £665.00

Calm Colour Changing
Ball & Beads Bubble Tube
Balls and Beads shoot up the tube and
float back down to create an additional

visual cue and encourage tracking skills.

1.5m long, 150mm diameter
Colour Changing

PBB-01 £745.00
1.75m long, 150mm diameter

Colour Changing
PBB-02 £775.00

Switch Controlled
Bubble Tube

1m long, 150mm diameter
Wireless Switch Box

BT-03 £860.00
1.5m long, 150mm diameter

Wireless Switch Box
BT-04 £965.00

1.75m long, 150mm diameter
Wireless Switch Box

BT-05 £995.00

Switch Controlled
Ball & Bead Bubble Tube

Balls and Beads shoot up the tube
and float back down to create an

additional visual cue and encourage
tracking skills.

1.5m long, 150mm diameter
Wireless Switch Box
IBB-01 £1,060.00

1.75m long, 150mm diameter
Wireless Switch Box
IBB-02 £1,090.00 

Turning the
bubbles on

with the
wireless

switch box

WATCH A VIDEO
online at

www.totalsensory.co.uk
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Cube Activated
Bubble Tube

Roll the soft play cube around to change the colour
of the tube. Or hold the cube in your hands and

rotate- the colour change will correspond with the
side of the cube facing upwards.    

1.5m long, 150mm diameter   
Colour Changing via soft play cube   

BT-CC-01 £965.00 

1.75m long, 150mm diameter   
Colour Changing via soft play cube   

BT-CC-02 £995.00 

Touch Activated
Bubble Tube 
Control the colour of your bubble tube by touching
the tube. Ideal for those who prefer touch as a form
of interaction, or who don't respond to switches.
Touch as light as a feather with a fingertip, to the
palm of your hand, and everything in between. 

1.5m long, 150mm diameter 
Colour Changing via Touch 
BT-TA-01 £780.00 

1.75m long, 150mm diameter
Colour Changing via Touch 
BT-TA-02 £810.00 

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Sound Activated
Bubble Tube

A clever little bubble tube that responds to loud sounds,
while ignoring background noise. Clap, shout, stamp or

tap the side of the tube to see the tube change colour. 

Ideal to encourage movement for cause and effect or for
those who are fidgety and would prefer sound activated

products rather than switch activated. 

1.5m long, 150mm diameter
Colour Changing

BT-SA-01 £780.00 exc VAT

1.75m long, 150mm diameter
Colour Changing

BT-SA-02 £810.00 exc VAT

WATCH A VIDEO
online at

www.totalsensory.co.uk

Prices exclude VAT
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16 Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

sensory rooms 
with custom made padded units

Shake up the way you use switches!

bubble tube accessories

Wall Bracket
Recommended for all tubes.
BT-WB £48.00 

BCB Anti-Bacterial Growth Fluid
Anti-Bacterial Fluid is recommended to keep bacterial growths at bay.
BT-FL £27.00

Water Siphon
Used to aid emptying the bubble tube, which should be changed
every 4-6 weeks to keep it clear.
BT-WS £55.00

Acrylic Mirror (two ideal for use with BT-CP)
Often used to place behind a bubble tube to give the impression
there are more than one! 175 x 60cm
BT-AM £120.00/each

Acrylic Mirror for Low Level Bases
175 x 120cm
BT-LAM £140.00/each

Set of 5 Carpet Switches 
With any interactive switch controlled version, you can choose to 'add
on' a set of 5 pressure activated carpet switches- these plug into the
wireless box and over-ride the push buttons. Simply jump on the
colour co-ordinated carpets to change the tube to that colour!
BT-CS £375.00 

Pictured right, from left to right, jellyfish fountain, bubble
tube, fiesta tube with acrylic mirrors behind the unit. 

In foreground, UV sparkle ‘n’ glow fibres.

Prices exclude VAT
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Bubble Tube 
in Low Level
Cushioned

Plinth
100x100cm

bubble tube
low level padded bases

Bubble tubes look great when used with a low level cushioned base. This allows children to get up
close to the tube in a comfortable environment and also allows adults to sit on the base as we ensure
the use of high density foam- that will not 'crush' when you sit on it. The bases can be flipped over so
you can display different colours - fushia or white, and blue or white. Various shapes are available - to
suit corners or smaller spaces.

Square Low Level Cushioned
Base 100 x 100cm 
Manufactured with high density foam,
this square base provides a low level
seating area and allows easy access to
hug and get close to the tube. Colours:
Fuchsia/white or blue/white.
BT-LLCP-A £275.00

Corner Low Level 
Cushioned Base 
120 x 120cm 
Semi-Circular Corner padded base.
Excellent with acrylic mirrors behind.
Colours: Fuchsia/white or blue/white.
BT-LLCP-B £375.00

Fuschia and
White Base

100 x 100cm

17

Corner Low Level
Cushioned Base

with acrylic
mirrors behind

REVERSIBLE

Twin Low Level
Cushioned Base 
Combine two different
bubble tubes in one base!
120 x 100cm 
BT-LLCP-C £475.00

LIT119037 Total Sensory Brochure 5th Ed  26/11/2013  14:34  Page 17



18 Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Cushioned
Plinth with

Wheels

Cushioned Plinth with Wheels
So you can move the tube around, from
room to room. 60 x 60cm. 
BT-WCP £299.00
Add a coloured lid for £45.00 extra

High Cushioned Plinth
40cm high square base. The lid is
removable for easy access to the bubble
tube base. Ideal for the elderly enabling
them to sit alongside the tube. 60 x 60cm.
BT-CP £219.00
Add a coloured lid for £45.00 extra

bubble tube
high level padded bases

rainbow tube

Standard Orange Blue Fushcia Sand

The sound activated rainbow tube, 

responds to clapping, music or 

any external noise. 

Comes with microphone- simply blow into this to make the rungs of light jump!
Complete with padded base as above. Approx 1m high tube. Excellent for cause
and effect, and to encourage vocalisation.
RT-01 £1499.00
Add a coloured lid for £45.00 extra

Prices exclude VAT
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bubble panels
Compact yet visually stunning, the Bubble Panel

is ideal for sensory rooms where space is limited.

Perfect for visual and auditory stimulation, due to the bright, calm colours and
enhanced ‘bubbling’ sound. They require much less water then the conventional
cylinder bubble tubes and they create bubbles with interesting shapes and detail due
to the confined space in which the water is kept. Available in 1m and 1.5m height, the
width is 36cm. The Bubble Panel comes with 2 wall brackets to enable an easy install. 

Interactive Bubble Panels come with a wireless switch box. A set of 5 pressure
activated carpet switches can be purchased separately, adding a new and exclusive
element of switching!

Ideal for those who are unable to focus on smaller switches, the carpet switches are
ideal - jump from one to another, sit on them or press with your hands to change the
panel to the corresponding colour.

1m Passive Bubble Panel
BW-01 £695.00

1.5m Passive Bubble Panel
BW-02 £795.00

1m Interactive Bubble Panel with wireless
switch box
BWI-01 £1150.00

1.5m Interactive Bubble Panel with
wireless switch box
BWI-02 £1350.00

bubble panel
in sensory room

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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Fiesta Tube 
on

Cushioned
Plinth

This unique product is designed and manufactured by Total Sensory, the

‘Fiesta Tube’ fulfills the demand for a water-less version of the traditional

Bubble Tube. With minimal maintenance the Fiesta Tube is ideal in situations

where ongoing maintenance is an issue.

1.5 metres in height with approx 2,000 sparkling points of light, the tube

can be viewed from all angles, its slow colour change creating a relaxing

environment for sensory rooms and care homes. Proving particularly popular

is our Mobile Unit which aids manoeuvrability between wards and rooms as

it glides on its lockable castors.     

f iesta tubes

Fiesta Tube 
with cushioned plinth 
FT-01 £799.00
Add a coloured lid for
£45.00 extra

Mobile unit 
with cushioned plinth 
and lockable castors.
FT-02 £879.00
Add a coloured lid for
£45.00 extra

Acrylic Mirrors
To place behind a unit,
giving the impression
there are more than one.
Measures 175 x 60cm
FT-AM £120.00/each

Standard Orange Blue Fushcia Sand

WATCH A VIDEO
online at

www.totalsensory.co.uk

20 Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

NEW
IMPROVEDDESIGN

Prices exclude VAT
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jellyf ish fountains

The Jellyf ish Fountain incorporates dozens of sparkling, colour changing

f ibres, sprawling out of clear plastic tubing mimicking the effect

of jellyf ish tentacles!

Sit around the cushioned plinth and play

with the glowing fibres, draping them 

over yourself and watching the slow,

shifting colours sparkle and blend. 

We offer both a Sparkle Fibre Fountain and

a UV Fibre Fountain, both with a 

----light source. The UV fibre version 

can be coupled with the supplied 

light source for a colourful sparkle 

effect, and separately coupled with 

a UV spotlight for a different glowing effect.

Jellyfish Fountain
Sparkling fibres, 100 strands.
Complete with Cushioned Plinth.
JFF-01 £779.00

Jellyfish Fountain - 
Mobile Unit
Sparkling fibres, 100 strands.
Complete with Cushioned Plinth on
wheels.
JFF-02 £859.00

UV Jellyfish Fountain
UV Sparkle ‘n’ Glow fibres.
Complete with Cushioned Plinth.
JFF-03 £799.00

UV Jellyfish Fountain - 
Mobile Unit
UV Sparkle ‘n’ Glow fibres. 
Complete with Cushioned Plinth 
on wheels.
JFF-04 £879.00

LED UV Spotlight
To give a super glow to UV fibre!
UV-BL-01 £112.00

Sparkle 
Fibre

Jellyfish
Fountain

UV Fibre
Jellyfish
Fountain

From left to right:
Jellyfish Fountain,
Bubble Tube and Fiesta
Tube in custom made
padded seating area
with mirrors behind.

LIT119037 Total Sensory Brochure 5th Ed  26/11/2013  14:35  Page 21



One of the most popular items, the sparkle fibre optic
strands are suitable as an addition to a sensory room or to
play with at home, draped over our giant bean bags.The
item is produced with the brightest polymer fibre, heat
sealed at the ends in our factory.

The fibre is safe to handle and play with; the fibres do not
get hot. Powered by a 50W colour change halogen
lightsource, there are no sudden colour changes - instead
the fibre slowly sparkles through its colour changes. You
will require a light source to power the fibres.

Manufactured in the UK, custom lengths/number of
strands can be quoted for upon request.

22

maxi f ibre harness
This new addition to our range of flexible polymer fibre is
14mm diameter and 2.5m long. It’s excellent for tracking
skills and for those with visual impairment as the end
emits a spot of light you can follow on the wall! Comes
complete with our super 50W colour change lightsource. 

MRF-01 £295.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

WATCH A VIDEO
online at

www.totalsensory.co.uk

sparkle f ibre strands

Sparkle Fibre Strands
SS-751

75 strands of fibre 
Each 1 metre length

£120.00

SS-1001
100 strands of fibre 
Each 1 metre length

£145.00 

SS-1002
100 strands of fibre 
Each 2 metre length

£210.00 

SS-1501
150 strands of fibre 
Each 1 metre length

£192.00 

SS-1502
150 strands of fibre 
Each 2 metre length

£258.00 

SS-1503
150 strands of fibre 
Each 3 metre length 

£325.00 

SS-2001
200 strands of fibre 
Each 1 metre length

£240.00 

SS-2002
200 strands of fibre 
Each 2 metre length 

£305.00 

SS-2003
200 strands of fibre 
Each 3 metre length 

£369.00 

LTS-01
50W Halogen Light Source
with Colour Change Wheel 

£165.00 

Prices exclude VAT
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jelly f ibre strands

the brightest we have produced yet!

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Jelly Fibre Strands
JF-251
25 strands of fibre 
Each 1m length
£169.00 

JF-2515
25 strands of fibre 
Each 1.5m length
£220.00 

JF-252
25 strands of fibre 
Each 2m length
£268.00 

JF-301
30 strands of fibre 
Each 1m length
£195.00

JF-3015
30 strands of fibre 
Each 1.5m length
£250.00 

JF-302
30 strands of fibre 
Each 2m length
£306.00 

JF-153
15 strands of fibre 
Each 3m length
£245.00

JF-154
15 strands of fibre 
Each 4m length
£299.00 

JF-155
15 strands of fibre 
Each 5m length
£355.00

LTS-01
50W Halogen Light Source
with Colour Change Wheel 
£165.00 

The jelly f ibre strands are the brightest we have produced yet! 

This 3mm Solid Side Light Fibre is very flexible and safe to handle, it’s made from polymer fibre which doesn’t conduct heat

or electricity. Powered by a 50W colour change halogen lightsource. Manufactured in the UK - custom lengths/number of

strands can be quoted for upon request. 

23
Prices exclude VAT
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UV Spotlight
168 UV LEDs with moveable

mounting bracket for creating
the super glowing effect!

UV-BL-01 £112.00

UV Fibre Strands
Colours include Red, Green, 

Yellow, Orange, Blue, Pink, Purple

UV-1001 100 strands each 1m length
£189.00 

UV-1002 100 strands each 2m length
£248.00

UV-1003 100 strands each 3m length
£278.00

UV-1501 150 strands each 1m length
£226.00

UV-1502 150 strands each 2m length
£315.00

UV-1503 150 strands each 3m length
£399.00

UV-2001 200 strands each 1m length
£265.00

UV-2002 200 strands each 2m length
£379.00

UV-2003 200 strands each 3m length
£495.00

LTS-01 50W Halogen Light Source 
with Twinkle Wheel for creating the

sparkling effect 
£165.00 

24 Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Lit with UV
spotlight

Included in
our Play ‘n’

Go UV Case -
see page 11

WATCH A VIDEO
online at

www.totalsensory.co.uk

uv sparkle ‘n’ glow
fibre strands

UltraViolet (UV) Sparkle Fibre Strands offer stunning
effects when combined with a UV spotlight. Total
Sensory provide harnesses with mixed colours
including red, green, yellow, orange, blue, pink and
purple - a rainbow of glowing colours that sparkle
and glow furiously under UV exposure. 

For the liveliest results we recommend coupling the
fibre with both a 50W twinkle lightsource and UV
spotlight. However, fibre can be purchased alone to
be used under UV, or with your own lightsource (just
let us know the common end size). Produced in the
UK by us to a factory finished standard - the ends are
heat sealed and the PVC sheathing is phthalates free. 

Please note that our product includes 
3 strands of glowing fibre in each
sheathing, creating an impressive effect.
Be aware that harnesses with only 1
strand of glowing fibre per metre will not
provide as bright an effect - so check
how many strands of fibre are included
before purchasing elsewhere!

Prices exclude VAT
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Designed and manufactured by Total Sensory, fibre optic
cascades, showers and curtains use safe polymer fibre in both
sparkle and UV versions. We often use the fibre optic curtain
version behind beds or along walls and the fibre optic shower
and cascade would both make lovely creative lighting for
sensory rooms adding an element of sparkle and colour. 

Fibre Optic Cascade 
1.5m of hanging sparkle fibre housed 
in an attractive brushed stainless steel 
box that can be fitted flush to the ceiling.
Powered by a halogen lightsource. 
FOC-01 £599.00

Fibre Optic Curtain
1m wide horizontal strip enclosing hanging
sparkling fibre optics, ideal for mounting onto a
wall or behind a bed.  Powered by a halogen
lightsource.
FOC-02 £625.00

UV Fibre Optic Curtain - Sparkle ‘n’ Glow
Ultraviolet Fibre
1m long horizontal strip enclosing hanging
sparkle n glow UV fibre optics, ideal for
mounting onto a wall or behind a bed. Powered
by a halogen lightsource, for the 'sparkle' effect.
Add a UV spotlight for the 'glow' effect.
FOC-03 £757.00

Fibre Optic Shower
1.8m long fibres, arranged in a large square
formation. Stand in the middle and you’ll be
showered with light! 60 x 60cm mirrored top. 
FOC-04 £799.00

Custom cascades, showers and
curtains can be quoted for, please
let us know the drop required
and the number of strands. 

25

Fibre Optic
Curtain

f ibre optic
cascades, showers & curtains

Fibre Optic
Shower
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The effects create a night sky on your floor! The polymer fibres are

invisible to the naked eye until the lightsource is activated to reveal

hundreds of sparkling points of light. All carpets are handmade in our

factory in Doncaster, the fibres are sewn by hand into random patterns

on a deep black or blue soft carpet. The carpet is tapered around the

edges to create a lovely finish. The fibre optic carpet is safe to walk on

and to touch the fibres; they contain no heat or electricity. They won't

break under impact as we use polymer, not glass fibres. The carpet can

be vacuumed as normal carpet. 

F ibre Optic Carpet
Ideal as an alternative to floor padding as we can produce the carpet to fit any sized room. 

We normally embed about 1 or 2 metres square of the carpet with fibres, normally in the centre,

although we can place these wherever you have preference. 

F ibre Optic Rugs
Embedded with fibres throughout the whole carpet, 1m x 1m or 2m x 1m. We believe in giving

you the best product, and as we produce these rugs & carpets in our own factory in the UK we

meet very strict criteria as to how many fibres are in each rug. Please be aware that alternative

versions not produced by us may not have as many fibres and therefore not be as effective.

Manufactured in the UK – custom Fibre Optic Carpets and Rugs can be 

quoted for upon request.

Interactive Carpets enable the user to have some control over the light;
developing hand-eye co-ordination and visual skills. The carpet is activated
when you stand on it or push it with your hands. It then de-activates when
you jump off or remove your hand. Ideal tool to teach children about cause
and effect and also creates hours of fun! Interactive Footprints, Stars and
Handprints are also available.

2 x 1m Interactive (pressure activated) Carpet
50W colour change lightsource
IC-1 £625.00

interactive carpets

Fibre Optic Rug - SC-1
1 x 1 metre square

1 metre tail to lightsource
50W colour change lightsource

SC-1 £335.00

Fibre Optic Rug - SC-2
1 x 1 metre square

2 metre tail to lightsource
50W colour change lightsource

SC-2 £345.00

Fibre Optic Rug - RC-1
2 x 1 metre square

1 metre tail to lightsource
50W colour change lightsource

RC-1 £435.00

Fibre Optic Rug - RC-2
2 x 1 metre square

2 metre tail to lightsource
50W colour change lightsource

RC-2 £445.00

Shapes Fibre Optic Carpet
2 x 1 metre
1 metre tail to lightsource 
50W colour change lightsource.
SHC-1 £518.00

Footprints Fibre Optic Carpet
2 x 1 metre
1 metre tail to lightsource 
50W colour change lightsource
FFC-1 £475.00

Shapes and Footprints

f ibre optic carpet and rugs

Interactive
Cause 

and Effect
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Some simple installation required; access from above

is required, if for example, you purchase 250 strands

of fibre, the same amount of 1mm diameter holes

will need to be drilled into the ceiling using the 1mm

drill bits supplied. The fibres are then pushed through

from above and sealed with a dab of silicone. The

high quality fibres are powered by a 50W halogen

lightsource. Two LED kits are also available.

Manufactured in the UK - custom starry ceiling kits

to fit a particular area can be quoted for upon

request as can installation by our experienced team.

star ceiling

Star Ceiling Kit
120 strands mixed diameter 0.75-1.0mm 

Lengths 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.0m 
50W lightsource with twinkle wheel 

2x1mm drill bits
SC-120 £298.00

Star Ceiling Kit
240 stands mixed diameter 0.75-1.0mm 

Lengths 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5m 
50W lightsource with twinkle wheel 

2x1mm drill bits
SC-240 £399.00

Star Ceiling Kit
330 strands 

20 x 0.75mm diameter in various lengths;
10 x 1.0mm diameter in various lengths; 

50W lightsource with twinkle wheel 
2x1mm drill bits

SC-330 £599.00

LED Colour Changing Kit 
100 strands

50 at 2.0 and 50 at 2.5m 
LED colour change lightsource. Free Drill Bits

SC-LED1 £245.00

LED Colour Changing Kit 
150 strands

50 at 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5m
LED colour change lightsource. Free Drill Bits

SC-LED2 £265.00

A mirage of Stars Twinkling in the

Ceiling; a very popular calming

effect for childrens bedrooms

nurseries and care homes. 

27
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Star Cloths are black heavy duty

fabric embedded with random

glowing f ibre points. 

The fibres can be either colour change, static or white twinkle

effect. They are often used as an alternative to blackout blinds

or to partition off a room.

Our standard Star Cloth uses 1.5mm fibres, approx 13 points of

light per metre. Custom quotations are available, creating more

sparse or dense fibre optic cloths.

Complete with velcro hoops at the top for ease of pole hanging.

f ibre optic star cloths

Black Star Cloth 2m wide x 1m drop with velcro
hoops on the top edge for pole hanging.
Complete with 50W halogen lightsource.
TS-FOC-01 £658.00

F iesta Ceiling Panel
Ideal for false ceilings; this panel will replace one of your
existing 60 x 60 ceiling panels with a colour changing
calming effect. Ideal for the NHS to provide a patient with a
calming point of focus while treatment is occurring.
Also ideal for positioning above a bed to create 
some interest while resting.

Includes wireless control for operation

FCP-01 £499.00 exc VAT

ceiling panel

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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UV products
UV lighting provides a dramatic,

stunning effect in a dark environment.
Sparkle’n’Glow UV Fibre Optic Harness
Multi Coloured strands of fibre that sparkle when lit with
the 50W lightsource and glow when lit with a UV light.
Various lengths available. UV lightsource to be purchased
separately. 100 strands in 1m lengths including lightsource.
Please see page 24 for other lengths.
UVP-01 £354.00

Fluorescent Roly Poly
One of the most popular UV products, the roly poly
glows furiously under UV light and has beads inside to
give a sound reward. 24cm length x 14cm diameter
UVP-05 £57.00

UV Line Lite Mirrored
Wall Panel 60 x 60cm
Highly tactile, this mirrored
wall panel is threaded with
line lite tubing which glows
with bright fluorescent
colours when illuminated
under UV light.
UVP-02 £95.00

UV Dice
Soft play dice made with fluorescent

orange and yellow vinyl.
UVP-03 £65.00

Glow in the 
Dark Gloves
UVP-10 £12.99

UV Fluorescent Carpet
Glows under fluorescent lighting creating colourful
patterns. An interesting focal point for UV areas.
1m x 1m. 
SC-UV £99.99

UV Mat 1.2 x 1.2m
With two fluorescent colours on either side-
orange and yellow. This mat is 5cm thick and
is ideal for placing into dens or for a UV corner.
UVP-04 £165.00

Fluorescent Roller Shaker
Shake the fluorescent beads and watch them
glow under UV light. 24cm length.
UVP-06 £19.99

UV Fabric 1m long x 1.35m wide 
UVP-09 £8.99

UV Torch
UVP-12 £32.95

UV Draw ’n’ Glow Kit
New cushioned pad with a ‘magic’ UV pen
that will provide hours of fun in the dark.
Draw or write on the UV pad and watch it
glow and then fade to allow you to use
over and over again. Stencil set included.
UVP-11 £69.00

UV Spotlight
168 UV LEDs with moveable
mounting bracket for creating
the perfect black light effect
UV-BL-01 £112.00

Please also
see our 

Play ‘n’ Go
UV Case on

page 11
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sensory aromatherapy
Aroma Diffusers have been used

for many years as an important

part of a sensory room.

The Aroma Diffuser Kits come with vapourising oil
in various fragrances. Ideal for use in sensory
rooms to evoke different memories.

Aroma Diffuser with vapourising oil 
Fragrance choices: Apple, Coconut, Mango,
Pineapple, Strawberry, Lavender, Fressia, Rose,
Ylang Ylang, Clean Sheets, White Musk,
Seabreeze, Coffee, Swedish Pine & Vanilla. 

(10ml) AT-01 £37.99
(25ml) AT-02 £39.99

aroma
diffuser

sensory smell games

Pick the Fruit Sensory Smell Game
A fun smelling game with 8 fruit fragrances and 8 fruit picture cards to
guess the fruit. Up to 6 players. Aim of the game is to add a drop of each
of the fragrance oils to the provided cotton wool pot. Guess the smell and
match to the enclosed fruit cards. For each correct match, the participant
gets a token. There is also a true/false quiz on the back of each fruit card,
which is recommended to do to clear the smell senses before guessing
another!  Fragrances include apple, strawberry, orange, mango,
blackberry, grapefruit & Kiwi, banana and lemon & lime.

SA-SSGFT £48.00

Pick the Flowers Sensory Smell Game
A fun smelling game with 8 pleasant fragrances
and 8 picture cards to guess the smell. Up to 6
players. Aim of the game is to add a drop of
each of the fragrance oils to the provided cotton
wool pot. Guess the smell and match to the
enclosed flower cards. For each correct match,
the participant gets a token. There is also a
true/false quiz on the back of each flower card,
which is recommended to do to clear the smell
senses before guessing another! Fragrances
include Golden Daffodil Vanilla, Honeysuckle,
Lavender, Rose, Sunflower, Bluebell and
Peppermint.

SA-SSGFW £48.00

Scented Bag Making Kit
Make 20 different scented bags (can be used in the
keepsake cushions see page 61) with enclosed potpourri,
decorate with provided craft pieces including gems,
feathers, ribbons, stars, hearts, flowers, butterflies, sequins
and many more. Great to give as gifts to family or friends.

SA-SSGBM £38.00
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squeeze me
aroma balls

Wonderful silky smooth dough enriched with
natural ingredients, grapeseed oil and organic
essential oils. It smells lovely and helps children
focus and relax whilst being creative, playing
and learning. Various High quality organic oils
are supplied to evoke different feelings;

Sleepy dough in sky blue, contains organic
lavender oil to help with quiet restful play and
to encourage peaceful sleep

Happy dough in fire engine red, contains
mandarin and lime oils to help uplift and 
banish grumpiness

Brainy dough is sunshine yellow and
contains organic grapefruit and lemon to
improve concentration and focus

Harmony dough is a juicy orange colour and
contains organic sweet orange to help restore
balance

Sneezy dough is grass green and contains
eucalyptus and tea tree oil to help with
wheezes and sneezes

Age 3+

AT-05 £24.99

aroma play dough kit

Theraputty is the standard in resistive hand exercise material.
Each colour coded putty has a different consistency ranging
from xx-soft for strengthening the weakest grasp, to extra firm
for developing a stronger grip. Available in easy to open
plastic containers, ideal for use at home, for those who fidget,
need to develop fine motor skills, or those with artheritis and
need to strengthen their fingers.

Set of 6 colours from very soft to firm includes:
Tan / Yellow / Red / Green / Blue / Black
Each tub contains 2oz

SA-TPY £39.99

set of 6
theraputty

The 'adult' version of the aroma play doughs- the
squeeze me aroma balls may help to relieve the
increasing levels of stress that modern life can bring.
Choice of 'Stress Release' with lavender and bergamot
or 'Energising' with grapefruit and geranium

Choice of Stress Release or Energising
AT-04 £9.99

31
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Portable Sensory Boxes are designed for

durable usage as they can be carried from room

to room or loaned out in a ‘Sensory Library.’

They are also particularly useful for sensory rooms where you need flexibility to
adapt the room for multiple uses or for particular needs. All boxes measure 60 x
60cm and come with a carry handle, protective corners and integral light source.
If needed, the boxes can be secured back to the wall. The interactive versions
come with wireless switch box for colour selection. The carpet switches can be
added to either the sparkle curtain, fiesta or infinity interactive versions, creating
a pressure activated element of switching!

Rows of sparkling, colour changing fibre set
above a tough perspex mirror so you can see
your own reflection while you play with the
fibres. The ends of the fibre are heat sealed and
they do not emit any heat or electricity.  

Passive Portable Sparkle Curtain Box
CB-01 £599.00 

Interactive Portable Sparkle Curtain Box
with Wireless Switch Box
CBI-01 £975.00 

portable sensory boxes

portable sparkle curtain box

Created by our design team, the Infinity Box is
produced with fibre optics and the clever use of
mirrors to create a floating never-ending stream
of fibre flowers, and these are surrounded by
an infinite amount of colour changing fibres.
The interactive version allows you to select
different colours via the wireless switch box
and also means you have the option to add 
the pressure activated carpet switches.

Passive Portable Infinity Box
IB-01 £599.00 

Interactive Portable Infinity Box with
Wireless Switch Box
IBI-01 £975.00 32

portable inf inity box
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The fibre is arranged in a bullseye pattern and emits the brightest, calming colour
change effect. The vivid colours merge into one another, blending as they go,
creating a beautiful rainbow colour effect as the wheel rotates. The pattern is safe
to touch, as the polymer fibres are not sharp and do not emit any heat or electricity,
making the product ideal for small children and nursery play areas. 
BB-01 £449.00 

portable bullseye box

33

Set of 5 Carpet Switches 
Large pressure activated switches that plug
into the interactive wireless switch box, can
be used with the Fiesta, Infinity or Sparkle
Curtain Box. Colour co-ordinated and soft to
the touch; simply jump on or press with your
hands to change to the corresponding colour! 

Brand new and exclusive to Total Sensory, 
shake up the way you use switches.
BT-CS £375.00 

Touch Activated Sensory Effects
Infinity and Fiesta boxes have been a popular item
for years, offering bright and stimulating slow
colour change, in a portable 60 x 60cm box with
carry handle.

After taking on board customer ideas, we 
have developed interactive touch activated 
versions. They offer cause and effect colour 
change every time the front panel is touched. 

Infinity Touch-Me Panel
TAB-IB £840.00

Fiesta Touch-Me Panel
TAB-FB £840.00

Infinity Touch-Me Panel

Fiesta Touch-Me Panel

Ideal for visual stimulation and
relaxation, the fiesta box is handmade
in our factory with hundreds of calming
colour changing fibres. Watch the fibre
flowers blend and merge through the
various colours of the spectrum. 

  Passive Portable Fiesta Box
FB-01 £599.00

Interactive Portable 
Fiesta Box with Wireless
Switch Box
FBI-01 £975.00

portable f iesta box
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We are pleased to introduce our range of LED projector kits. With a
light output of over 650 lumens from a 40W LED module, the Solar
LED projector is an ideal piece of kit for sensory rooms, creating
interest, colour and movement in any sized room. They can be used in
bedrooms, even with some background lighting.

Benefits of LED projectors include their almost silent operation, cool running,
and a high colour temperature for truer colour projection and image clarity. 
The life of the LED module is approx 100,000 hours+ no bulb changes!

We have put together several LED projector packages, from starter packages with one wheel
to bundles with four wheels. If you wish to pick different 6” or 9” wheels, further options are on page 36-37.

34

Starter LED Projector
Package
LED Projector
6" Wheel Rotator
1 x 6" Wheel of your choice 
PJ-LED01 £599.00

Dancing Butterflies
LED Projector Package
LED Projector
6" Wheel Rotator
1 x 6" Dancing Butterflies
Wheel
PJ-LED02 £599.00

Starter LED Projector
Pack- 9"Version
LED Projector
9” max effect wheel of 
your choice
9” Wheel Rotator
PJ-LED09 £624.25

Liquid Wheel LED Projector Package
LED Projector
6” Wheel Rotator
1 x 6” glass wheel- liquid (choose from above)

PJ-LED03 £612.00

LED projectors
sensory packages

PJ-LW-01 PJ-LW-02 PJ-LW-03 PJ-LW-04 PJ-LW-06PJ-LW-05

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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projector bundles

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Bundle 1- 
Abstract Projector Pack
LED Projector
6" Wheel Rotator
1 x 6" Dancing Butterflies Wheel
1 x 6" Blossom Wheel 
1 x 6" Blowing Bubbles
1 x 6" Leaf Wheel
PJ-LED04 £695.00

Bundle 2- 
Underwater Projector Pack
LED Projector
Universal Wheel Rotator
1 x 6" Deep Wheel
1 x 6" Tropical Fish Wheel
1 x 9" Aquarium Wheel
1 x 9" Coral Reef Wheel
PJ-LED05 £768.99

Bundle 3- 
Children's Pack
LED Projector
6" Wheel Rotator
1 x 6" 3D Shapes Wheel
1 x 6" ABC Wheel
1 x 6" Animals Wheel
1 x 6" Balloon Festival Wheel
PJ-LED06 £695.00

Bundle 4- 
Reminiscence Pack
LED Projector
Universal Wheel Rotator
1 x 6 " 1930s-1940s Wheel
1 x 9"1936-1945 Wheel
1 x 6" 1950's Film Star Cards Wheel
1 x 9" Vintage Products Wheel
PJ-LED07 £768.99

Bundle 5- 
Mixed Pack
LED Projector
Universal Wheel Rotator
1 x 6" Dancing Butterflies Wheel
1 x 9" Coral Reef Wheel
1 x 9" Lost in Space Wheel
1 x 6" Jurassic Wheel
PJ-LED08 £768.99

PREFER
DIFFERENT
WHEELS?

Please choose
overleaf

Prices exclude VAT
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projector wheels

2001 Space Fireworks 2D Shapes 1940’s Film Stars

extra 6” plastic wheel PJ-PW £32.00

Butterflies Cloud Wheel Sports Balls

Flags Flying Pigs Road Transport Family Pets

Flowers In the Country Fluffy Animals

Fruit Motorcycles Space Ritual Tropical Birds

Tropical Fish Weather Whales36
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African Safari Aquarium Vintage Products Winter Sports

Coral Reef Day & Night Alphabet Forest

Meadows Lost in Space Woodland 1936-1945

Outdoor Sports People of the World 1930s-1940s Films 1950s Film Star Cards

Salad Vegetables Sports Star Cards Seaside 1940s-1960s

Toys World Jurassic Balloon Festival

extra 9” max effect wheel PJ-MW £53.00

37
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galaxy stars projector

Transform your ceiling into an amazing

night sky with thousands of stars, a

cloud nebulae and shooting stars! 

It's simple to operate, simply plug and play. It can be projected onto a

wall or ceiling. The Galaxy Stars Projector uses holographic technology

to project a moving night sky with random shooting stars. 

Create an affordable galaxy cosmos in your room with this projector. 

Size: 220mm W x 250mm L x 270mm H.

GSP-01 £159.00

projectors

mirror balls
We offer a full range of mirror balls 

from 20cm to 40cm in diameter. 

Our Mirror Ball Package with 

Pinspot Projector offers 

great valu e.

20cm Mirror Ball & Motor 
MB-01 £55.00

30cm Mirror Ball & Motor
MB-02 £65.00

40cm Mirror Ball & Motor
MB-03 £95.00

Complete Mirror Ball Package
20cm Mirror Ball with 15cm support chain, Mains powered mirror ball
motor with 1.5 rotations per minute & spotlight with rotating colour
wheel at 2.5rpm. Includes fixings to attach to the ceiling.
WB-08 £89.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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Projects a large rotating image of up to 3ft in diameter

(depending on distance from the wall) onto your wall or

ceiling. Transforms the space into a moving array of

liquid light- merging and blending colours, to create a

calm and observant mood.

Best experienced in a darkened room, on a light

coloured surface. All kits include either 3 x different

coloured oil wheels, or the oil wheels plus the graphic

pack to layer a scene over the moving liquid.

Liquid Projector- with 3 x oil wheels
PJ-LPA £195.00

Liquid Projector- with 3 x oil wheels and a graphics pack
PJ-LPB £255.00

liqu id projector

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

f ireworks projector

Create an incredible fireworks show in your room from this

simple to operate handheld fireworks projector.

Simply rotate the wheel to choose your firework, aim and

pull the trigger watching amazing firework effects and

booming sounds burst onto your walls or ceiling!

Requires 3x AA batteries. Ages 6+. Adult assistance recommended.
Do not look directly into the lightsource.

TSR-FP £29.99

Prices exclude VAT
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magical interactive floors

The Magical Interactive F loor System is a multitude of multi-sensory experiences,

using sound, movement and touch to create cause and stunning effects. 

Total Sensory's interactive floor system has been custom made to aid teachers and carers in
sensory sessions and to aid physical development. For children, its a colourful, magical
environment that they can change with every touch. 

The easy to use system comes complete with 14 programmes to suit all ability levels from
touching with your hands to kicking with your feet; these simple cause and effect
programmes enable the user to break ice, sweep leaves and feathers away or ripple over a
fish pond! More advanced options include taking part in a short car race - manoeuvring the
car to avoid hitting blocks and oil slicks and collecting points along the way! The shopping
trolley programme teaches children to eat healthily by catching falling food items in your
trolley...but only the healthy ones! Boys will love the indoor interactive football game- ideal
for two players, you can shoot and score without breaking any furniture! 

You can simply use the keyboard to go into each game and escape when you want to
switch to another or we can programme each environment with a start and end time so
that you can have 10 minutes of one game and then begin the next automatically. 

environments: 
Pond Effect, Crackling Ice, Autumn Leaves, Football Game, 
Fireworks, Balloon Party, Shopping Cart, Country Meadow, 
Mushroom Field, Butterfly, Race, Feathers, Coral Reef, Space.
Environments subject to change.

Example Scene 1: Pond Effect:
Complete with water sound effects this
program has various fish swimming
among rocks while children can stand,
jump or touch the pond's water creating
ripple effects even with the slightest touch.
Ideas for customising this scene include
changing the number of fish, the speed of
fish swimming and the size of the fish.

Magical Interactive Floor System
(Fixed Ceiling) - Supply only
Includes PC software with 14 programmes, Camera,
Ceiling Bracket, Projection Matting and Projector with
4,500 lumens all housed in a compact unit.
MII-01 £7,495.00

Installation & Training
please contact us
MII-02

Example Scene 2:
Country Meadow: Long
grass blowing in the wind with
butterflies and the sound of
nature in the background. Run
along the grass and it bellows
with the imaginary wind. 

Example Scene 3:
Ice: The ice cracks and
splits as you walk along it
or touch it with your hands.
Sound effects make it feel
even more real! 

Example Scene 4: Race: Manoeuvre your car to avoid oil
spills and road blocks and pick up the petrol points as you go! 

Example Scene 5: Space: Stop the rockets from crashing
into the planet by treading on them before they hit! 

Example Scene 6: Fireworks: A beautiful night scene with
small twinkling stars - tread on the stars to watch them turn
into fireworks and explode in the sky! 

Example Scene 7: Autumn Leaves: A beautiful autumn
scene appears and as you sweep your hands over the tree,
leaves gently rustle down to the floor. 

Complete with a 12 month warranty.

WATCH A VIDEO
online at

www.totalsensory.co.uk
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You will be amazed by the software - interactive touch technology enables a
group of people to gather round and draw a picture, play air hockey, drums or a
keyboard together. Take part in games such as Frog, where your each have a frog
and jump from lilly pad to lilly pad trying to eat the flies with your tounge as you
go! Tilt the screen and watch HD DVDs together or surf the net. Teachers can
connect iPads to the unit for lessons and to test pupils with interactive quizzes
through Wordwall software.

Highly durable unit with 5mm toughened glass and a steel bezel, it is made for
heavy duty usage giving you peace of mind. It is built to withstand heavy usage
while offering a mobile design.

Multi Magic Touch offers a 32 point touch technology- enabling groups of people
to interact with the product at the same time! Multi Touch offers three modes of
operation- a whiteboard, an easel and a table enabling you to easily adapt the
unit to suit what’s best for the user(s).

Demos available free of charge- please contact us.

WATCH A VIDEO
online at

www.totalsensory.co.uk

MTI-MM Multi Magictouch 42” + 55”
The Future of Interactivity- an inbuilt PC, multi
touch screen, electronic mobile stand, offering
three products at once- a interactive easel, table
or whiteboard. Height and tilt adjustable-
simply plug and play!

• Inbuilt PC with wireless keyboard and mouse
• Touch Screen enabled LCD screen
• Designed for 24/7 usage
• 5mm Safety Glass
• Steel Bezel for added durablity
• Built in speakers and amplifier
• Full HD 1080p resolution
• Lynx interactive software with WordWall
• Snowflake interactive software

Multi Magic Touch System 42”
MTI-MM42 £6,650.00

Multi Magic Touch System 55”
MTI-MM55 £7,850.00
Including Full Training

Total Sensory's Magic Touch Interactive Units go one step 

further than the traditional interactive whiteboards.

magic touch interactive units
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Total Sensory offer Sensory Waterbeds with the option of

add ons including an 8 unit massage system or a sound kit.

In a sensory room, waterbeds are a place in which you can relax and observe other projections and

stimuli in the room. Very often we will place a fibre optic curtain behind the bed to interact with.

Initial set up should be done by one of our qualified fitters, leaving you to enjoy the benefits of the

sensory waterbed.

The massage system offers timed stimulation of various intensities across the whole body, or you can

select areas that require attention- shoulders and upper back, lower back, upper legs or lower legs 

and feet.

The sound kit operates after connecting your CD/DVD player, or some other audio source, vibrations

will then automatically activate. With just two controls, you can adjust the bed's sound reproduction as

needed. When you switch off your audio source, the sound waterbed will also disable after a couple of

minutes. The water core is made of phthalate free vinyl and certified in line with Oko-Tex Standard 100.

Optional extras:
Massage System
Encapsulated in water-proof
vinyl, this massage system has
8 massage units. You can easily
set the desired massage level,
area and type using the remote
control provided.
WB-MS £643.00

Sound Kit
Integrated into the bottom
plate, the sound kit includes a
high end vibrator and rubber
membrane,and an amplifier
placed on the side of the base.
WB-SK £939.00

Installation
We highly recommend
installation by our qualified
team due to the water &
electrics combination involved.
Attempting to put the bed
together yourself is at your own
risk and is not recommended.
WB-07 £POA

sensory waterbeds

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Massage
Control

Prices exclude VAT
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43Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Mobile Lightweight Water Mattress
Complete system including mattress and care package, foam frame, blue cover,

electronic heater and 2 covers with elastic straps. This product is designed to be
placed on top of your existing foam mattress. Its designed to fit 90 x 200cm.

WB-MU £898.00

Raised Waterbed
Foam Frame - Soft, Standard or Hard
Mattress
Safety Liner & Electronic Heater
White Bottom Plate 
Benti Legs Base
Protect Cover

90 x 200cm
WB-01 £1084.00
100 x 200cm
WB-02 £1122.00
140 x 200cm
WB-03 £1279.00

Boxed Waterbed
Foam Frame- Soft, Standard or Hard
Mattress
Safety Liner & Electronic Heater
White Bottom Plate 
White Decor Base (48.6cm from floor)
Protect Cover

90 x 200cm
WB-04 £1024.00
100 x 200cm
WB-05 £1062.00
140 x 200cm
WB-06 £1199.00

Water Pillow
Washable at 95 degrees.

60 x 40cm 80 x 40cm
WB-WP £84.00 WB-WPL £94.00

Incontinence Sheet
Washable at 90 degrees.
WB-IS £65.00

Care Kit
Includes:
• Long Life - added once a year to keep your

water clean
• Guard - seals the surface of the mattress so

that the vinyl lasts longer
• Vinyl Wash - to clean the matress surface.
WB-CK £34.00

Headboard
105cm high, same width as the bed. 
Various colours imitation leather. Professionally
stiched in.
WB-HB £399.00

Raised
Boxed

Prices exclude VAT
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Alfie Adaptable n 
Vibrating Bean Bag
The Alfie is just as comfortable and cosy as it
looks! It adapts to the body and gives the
head, neck and arms a relaxing support. It
provides better support for adults or
children with poor sitting balance. Alfie

has a flame resistant PVC coated fabric
which breathes and is washable.

Filled with polystrene balls and
includes amplifier. Available in

blue, red, green and white.
VP-AB £1499.00

44

vibrations and massage

beanbag with musical vibrations

Musical vibrations produce effective stimulation and relaxation,

especia lly within the care of the blind, deaf, autistic, paralysed or

hyperactive people or people with mental illness. 

The vibrations in these bean bags

generate a gentle massage effect,

stimulate senses and make it

easier to relax. It is a delightful

sensation for music lovers as well

as people lacking body perception

or with impaired sensory function.

Vibrational plate and amplifier is

included – you will require a hi-fi

(or music source) and speakers.

Susie Stable Seating n
Vibrating Bean Bag

The Susie is a stable and comfortable bean
bag with safe and cosy seating. It's design is

suitable for people who slide down from
ordinary bean bags. Susie keeps its form and

shape, and is therefore very suitable for
people with unintentional and spastic

movements without being fastened in. Susie
has a flame resistant PVC coated fabric which

breathes and is washable. Filled with
polystrene balls and includes amplifier.
Available in blue, red, green and white

VP-SB £1399.00
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Sensory Vibration
Wall Pad

60 x 60cm padded mat
with inbuilt pressure

activated vibration. Ideal
for incorporating into

padded walls for a
hidden element of

surprise! Can also be
used as a stand alone
product; to sit on, or

lean against. 
Battery operated.
VP-VM £195.00

Infrared Massage 
Hair Brush
Uses infrared light and heat
together with vibration massage
to invigorate the scalp as you
brush your hair. Uses 2 x AAA
batteries. Infrared light
increases blood circulation to
promote healthy hair. Measures
24.5 x 4.3 x 4cm. Ideal for care
homes and the elderly.
VP-HB £25.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Wireless Massage Cushion
Gentle massage with automatic start as you relax into the cushion. Wireless battery operation.
VP-MC £54.00

Two Way 
Neck 
and Back
Massager
16 programmes to
massage the neck
and back using a
variation of pulse,
tapping, rolling,
kneading and wave
massage techniques.
It has four levels of
intensity and a 15
minute timer, with
built in electrnoic
controller with digital
display. Can be easily
converted via a zipper
to fit over the back,
round the waist, on
the neck, or houlders.
Hand straps are ideal
to adjust the pressure
and bring the product
in close contact with
the body.
VP-NB £65.00

45
Prices exclude VAT
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Sound Eggs
Six coloured sound eggs that help children
discover the rhythm of the first beat.
Strong, lightweight and ergonomic, these
percussion instruments are used by children
and adults. Made from plastic. 
Height: 5.5cm - 4cm diameter.
Pack Includes: 
2 x Yellow - High Note, 
2 x Blue - Mid Note, 
2 x Red - Low Note
Ages 3+
SE-01 £12.99

vibrating toys
Vibrating Toys
Vibrating frog and monkey massagers. Also
has a hot and cold gel pack insert for heating
and cooling.
• Cute and cuddly
• Soothing vibration input when switched on
• On/off button on monkeys hand
• Great calming input
• Also has hot and cold gel pack insert for

heating/cooling

Vibrating Frog
SP-VFT £24.99

Vibrating Monkey
SP-VMT £24.99

Vibrating Love Bug
Provides a theraputic vibrotactile

experience- the love bug is a plush,
soft beanbag with 3 foam vibration
pods that can be placed anywhere

inside the ladybug.

Pressure activates the vibration. Ideal
for sensory impairment, positioning

and relaxation. Measures 46 x 10cm,
requires 2 x D batteries.

SVP-LB £125.00

Tactile n Vibrating Snake
This tactile and vibrating snake has 6 different sections
with a different texture to explore, with a pull string
vibrator. No batteries needed.

Various tactile simulation including;
• Foam filled head
• Beads of various weights

throughout the body
• Pull cord Vibration
• Squeaker in his head

Encourages touch and 
manipulation, giving hands 
and fingers a workout.
SVP-VS £39.99

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

sound eggs

Prices exclude VAT
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music & interactive sound

sound to light

Sensory Musical Gloves
Simply put on the gloves and press your fingertips down
onto any surface to play your own musical creation! Each
fingertip represents a different musical note, and there are 8
built in instruments to choose from; piano, bass, violin,
trumpet, xylophone, music box, guitar and drum.
Background rhythms can be added for when you really get
going! Volume and tempo controls are on the control unit.
The unit can also be clipped onto your belt for making music
on the move! Powered by 4 'AAA' batteries, included.
TSR-FP £99.99

Our range of sound-to-light products

are designed to encourage vocalisation

and communication. 

Ideal for speech language therapists, they aid cause and
effect learning by providing a light reward for speech.
Rainbow lights provide a multi-coloured rung of lights that
respond to clapping or any noises.

musical touch

Percussion Tubes
Hollow tubes that will make a sound when used

to hit an object or part of the body. Made from
plastic. These tubes are ideal for group work as
they develop children's psychomotor skills and

expose them to the high and low sounds. They
are simple to  use and produce perfectly tuned

notes with easily distinguishable pitches.

Pack includes:
5 x Chromatic Tubes

8 x Diatonic Tubes
The largest tube is 59.5cm long.

ASP-PT £49.99

Interactive Rainbow Lights
Standing at over 1 metre tall, the rainbow lights have 15 brightly
coloured rungs. Highly sensitive to sound, the lights respond to speech,
clapping & music. Comes with a microphone for control of the lights-
simply breathing into this creates a reaction from the lights. Easy to set
up- simply plug and play.
IRL-01 £1,239.00
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Dampens down sounds for
those overly sensitive.

Suitable for ages 0-12 years.
Adjustable Strap. Easy to clean.
SE-01 £12.99

music & interactive sound

ear defenders

musical stool A snare sound and a bass sound resonate depending on where you
put your hand on the stool. It offers children a fun first approach to
music. Studies show that the use of drums help develop concentration,
coordination, creative intelligence and social behaviour. After only a
few minutes, a child is able to play different rhythms.

H 38cm - W 26cm - D 26cm
Weight 2.9kg. 
Made from wood. 
Comes assembled.

MST-01 £95.00 each

MST-01W White
MST-01B Blue
MST-01P Pink
MST-01O Orange
MST-01G Green

Maxi Pack with all 5 colours
MST-MP5 £470.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

musical footnotes
Back after customer requests, the musical footnotes are
a pack of 8 coloured pads with notes C D E F G A B.

Ideal for exploring sound and music - perhaps follow
along with a nursery rhyme or musical piece?
Encourages group work with each person having their
own note. Use your hands or feet to activate the
sounds. The reeds vibrate when air is pushed through,
pressing harder will make the sound louder although we
do not recommend striking with any object.

Not suitable for outdoor use.

SMF-MF £395.00

WATCH A VIDEO
online at

www.totalsensory.co.uk

Prices exclude VAT
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Paletto Plus Interactive Sound Board
The Paletto revolutionary switch adapted board
that is not only visually enticing to all its users,
but encourages listening, communication and
overall development. With 64 familiar sounds
and the ability to record your own words, stories
and music, Paletto promotes an interest and
aspiration to learn and engage. Use a
microphone to record your own sounds, making
it the perfect aid to teaching and learning in a
fun, interactive way!

The blue paletto plus keyboard is removable so
you can use on your lap. Ideal for sensory rooms,
activity rooms and nurseries. Eight brightly
coloured wooden touch switches activate the
sounds and create an interactive learning space,
especially for those who are visually impaired.

There are 8 Categories, each with 8 different
sounds; 64 in total;
Group 1= Human Sounds
Group 2= Hygiene

Group 3= Indoor Sounds
Group 4= Animal Sounds
Group 5= Vehicles
Group 6= Urban Sounds
Group 7= What Profession?
Group 8= Mixed Sounds

Board measures: 122cm length x 86cm height
IMWP-01 £1,695.00

paletto plus
interactive sound board
The Paletto Plus Interactive Sound Board uses large, bright switches
to produce different sounds. Ideal for sensory rooms where you can
interact in a group or one to one session with games such as "guess
the sound?" or as a strategy for inclusion, it can provide auditory
prompts to help a child tell a story sequence.

DAB Micro Hi-Fi System
With CD player, AM/FM radio,
headphone socket and 2 speakers.
Wall mountable and sleek design. 
MS-01 £249.99

Coral Sea Dreaming - Tania
Rose (Ideal for Sensory
Rooms)
MS-CD-CS £14.95

Quiet Spaces
MS-CD-QS £14.95

Quietminds - Alan Roberton
Spoken Hypnosis
MS-CD-QM £14.95

Enchanted Meditations 
for Kids - Christiane Kerr
MS-CD-EM £14.95

Bedtime Meditations 
for Kids - Christiane Kerr
MS-CD-BM £14.95

Mermaids and Fairy 
Dust - Christiane Kerr
MS-CD-MF £14.95

Rays of Calm - 
Christiane Kerr
Relaxation for teenagers.
MS-CD-RC £14.95

Fantasy Princesses
MS-CD-FP £14.95

Magical Superheros
MS-CD-MS £14.95

Relax and De-Stress
MS-CD-RD £14.95

Anger Management
MS-CD-AM £14.95

Anxiety and Worry
MS-CD-AW £14.95
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relaxation CDs

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Music is one of the essential components to aid
relaxation and stress release both at home and in
sensory environments.

Our collection of ambient music includes both relaxation CDs of
constant un-interrupted music by Tania Rose and spoken
'Quietminds' CDs by Alan Roberton. We would recommend
Quietminds for use at home- perhaps as an aid to restful sleep.
Tania Rose's collection is ideal as background music for
stimulation in sensory rooms.

Our new collection includes ‘Quiet Spaces’ for those who suffer
from hyperactivity, and two gender-specific CDs ‘Princesses’ and
‘Superheroes’ both with 16 enchanting meditations.

Prices exclude VAT
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musii

The musii is a soft inflatable object that emits sound and is
illuminated with colour when touched. It enables any non-
musician to experience playing a musical instrument as well as
offering stimulating visual and tactile sensation. 

Easy to set up, no external speakers needed. With the single
touch of a button the musii is inflated and ready to play.

The product combines an array of state-of-the-art technologies
into one exciting product that invites participants of all abilities
to control sounds and colour through touch.

MUSC-01 £2,400.00

Introducing the new musii (multi

sensory interactive inf latable),

a new interactive music system

designed for play and sensory therapy.

Prices exclude VAT
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auditory tub

Twirly Whirly Rainbomaker
A simple turn of the Rainbomaker

creates a captivating combination of
sound & colour. Watch and listen as a

rainbow of colourful beads cascade
through the tube recreating the soft

sound of gently falling rain.

Pop Up Storage Box
A Large 40.5 x 40.5cm pop up fabric

box to store your Auditory Tub.

AT-01
Total Price: £189.99

Easy Grip
Tambourine
Professional style with a
chunky comfortable grip.
19.5cm diameter.

Xylophone
Tuned electronically for perfect tone producing wonderfully
clear and rich sounds. C3-C4 complete with beater.

Clatter-Pillar
A quick flick of the wrist and the amazing clickety
Clatter-Pillar makes a wonderful wave of sound.

Wave Drum
Colourful beads re-create sounds and
rhythms of the ocean. Complete with
mallet and a clip to store it at the side.
25cm diameter

Train Whistle
Clear and rich sound - just
like a real train! Ingenious

design, easy to play and
to clean. 22.5cm long

Rhythm Pals Orchestra
Set of 4 different instruments to inspire
musical creativity! Each instrument is
designed to be easy to grip in bright
colourful designs. Includes Bells, Clapping,
Ringing, & Falling Beads sounds.

Exclusively picked products to explore creative
sounds at home or as part of a sensory session

Maracas
Classic design,
very strong with
terrific sound.
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balance & movement

HillTops - Set of 5
5 Hilltops in various heights
to encourage balance and
get a feel for heights! There
is a rubber rim on the base
to protect floor areas and
prevent slipping.
BAL-02 £103.99

Giant Top
Rock it, Spin it or even use it as a boat in

swimming pools (only under adult supervision).
Shaped with a pointed centre to give children

the feeling of turning upside down when
moving the top 360 degrees around the centre.

Suitable for 3-10 year olds.
BAL-05 £65.00
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Parachute
A parachute will help communication, cooperation and

teamwork with children. Inflating the parachute requires
group participation in the game so this will provide an

introduction to community life. It helps children develop
their coordination. Made from fabric, polyester base.

Supplied in a fabric bag.

3.50m diameter
Comprising 8 sections and equipped with 8 handles.

PAR-S £57.50

6m diameter
Comprising 12 sections and equipped with 12 handles.

PAR-L £89.50

A set of balls for the parachute consists of 25 opaque
balls - yellow, red, blue, green and 1 net.

PAR-CB £12.50

Body Sock
Body Socks are a movement,

proprioceptive, tactile and deep
pressure experience like no other!

Made from lycra, they provide great
sensory input. Activities to try include
mirror poses- have them make a silly

position and hold it for 5, 10 or 20
seconds! Shadow poses- make funny
shapes with the light off and a torch

shined on them to show their shadow
on the wall. Or you could see what
types of animal walks they can do!

BSK-01S Small 65 x 100cm £77.50  
BSK-01M Medium 80 x 120cm £77.50   

BSK-01L Large 142 x 71cm £84.00 
BSK-01EL X-Large 165 x 74cm £87.25

Body Rocker
Rocking has always been considered soothing and
restful, but also fun and exciting. The gentle rocking
sensation stimulates the sense of balance and
increases the feeling of peace and security. The user
can be rocked in the body rocker with assistance, or
on his own by just moving the arms or knees from
one side to the other. Also offers the possibility to be
rocked in a cosy and safe way for those who cannot
use ordinary swings. Moulded foam covered in flame
resistant PVC. 
Size: 150 x 70 x 30cm.
BR-01 £385.00

Sensory Integration including balance is

an important part of sensory exploration.

The below products have been selected to aid physical co-ordination 
and cognitive stimulation and to increase self-awareness.

From full body rocking and stretching in the body sock to floating on
water in the giant top.
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swings
Total Sensory Swing System
This free standing vestibular system offers you all the benefits of a ceiling suspension
system without the installation costs and concerns. The system takes a maximum of
227kg/35.5 stone in weight, making it suitable for most adult users. 

The Complete Vestibular System provides everything you need for vertical
stimulation, direct flexion, linear acceleration, rotational experiences and a complete
range of motion exercises. It also incorporates a vertical rotational system for a
smooth, unrestricted range of movement to create vertical and rotational stimulation
at the same time. Height adjustment allows quick changes to the proper position.
The mechanism can be fixed in a stable position or set for swinging. 

The Complete Vestibular System contains:
Freestanding Frame, Net Swing with Positioning Seat, Flexidisk, Prone Net Swing, 
Mat for the Floor, Platform Swing, Roll Swing, and Rope with Ascenders. 
TSSV-CV £2606.50 exc VAT

Frame + Platform Swing 
TSSV-PS £1554.54 exc VAT

Frame + Flexidisk 
TSSV-FD £1642.94 exc VAT

Frame + Roll Swing 
TSSV-RS £1727.05 exc VAT

Frame + Net Swing 
TSSV-NS £1392.10 exc VAT

Frame +Net Swing and Positioning Seat 
TSSV-NSPS £1312.85 exc VAT

All above packages include rope & ascenders 

NB - Not suitable for outdoor use

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Flexidisk

Roll Swing

Prone Net
Swing

Platform
Swing

Net Swing

and

Positioning

Seat

Prices exclude VAT
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seating & positioning
Positioning Pillows
Positioning pillows provide semi-permenant positioning, moulding to the individual's body shape. The pillows are filled with small
polysterene beads that mould to your desired shape when air is extracted. When you release the valve, and let air into the pillow its regains
its flexibility and is ready to mould again. Provides firm support for all parts of the body uniformly, reducing the risk of pressure points. They
retain their shape for up to one month, before having to be re-moulded. Easy to clean and disinfect for multiple client use. Vacuum pump
included with all pillows.

Positioning Units
Night Positioning Unit - Small
Used extensively with the care of the terminally sick. Great response from this very
simple, lightweight and aesthetically pleasing unit. It has been especially designed
for night positioning, placed as close to the crutch as possible to reduce hip
rotation. Reduced night tone can be observed, therefore it acts as an inhibitor.
Length 483mm x Width 610mm x Depth 229mm
SP-PP-04 £263.20 exc VAT

Night Positioning Unit - Large
This unit copes with clients having reduced activity, e.g muscular dystrophy.
Positioned as close to the crutch as possible, to reduce hip rotation.
Length 686mm x Width 610mm x Depth 2547mm
SP-PP-05 £316.26 exc VAT 

Positioning Cushions
Posture & Prone Positioning Cushion - Small
Designed for postural drainage. When placed face downwards, the user is
held securely and comfortably. When placed face up, it creates an effective
pillow that gives good torso, neck and head support.
Length 483mm x Width 571mm x Depth 356mm. Weight: 1.8kg
SP-PP-02 £216.55 exc VAT

Posture & Prone Positioning Cushion - Large
Designed for a range of conditions, including prone positioning as side
rotatation and slipping down are eliminated due to the unique support it
provides. Visible reduction of high tone and the reduction of muscle spasm
are soon observed. Whilst prone, good shoulder rotation can be achieved.
Supine and side lying are also possible.
Length 965mm x Width 584mm x Depth 635mm. Weight: 5kg
SP-PP-03 £458.57 exc VAT

Small

Large

Small

Large

SP-PP-01 Positioning Pillows - Sizes from 410 x 510mm to 560 x 860mm
All prices include vaccum pump.

Blue Plus Models offer the same advantages as the white version, but with
a higher grade of vinyl allowing it to retain its shape for up to three times
longer. It is also even easier to clean.

SP-PP-01S White 410 x 510mm £337.75
SP-PP-01M White 560 x 305mm £341.46
SP-PP-01L White 560 x 660mm £379.75
SP-PP-01XL White 560 x 860mm £394.52
SP-PP01BS Blue Plus Model 410 x 510mm £355.95
SP-PP01BM Blue Plus Model 560 x 305mm £360.78
SP-PP01BL Blue Plus Model 560 x 660mm £380.94
SP-PP01BXL Blue Plus Model 560 x 860mm £420.28
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pea pods

Designed by a therapist, the durable super strength vinyl is the key to its durability
and deep pressure capabilities, while the flocked surface makes it soft to the touch
and very comfortable. Perfect for calming and defining spacial boundaries.

Ideas for use:
• Most children should be able to crawl in and adjust the pea pod around them for

that cocooning calm feeling. Watch TV, or read a book in your own safe space.
• Define spacial boundaries with the pea pod- for those who need extra help

keeping their place on the floor, or those who dislike other children invading their
'personal space.'

• For rhythmic rocking- durable side handles make it easy for a therapist or parent to
rock gently side to side.

• For added sensory stimulation, once the child is in the pea pod and snuggled
down, add plastic ball pool balls, or other sensory textures to surround them.

SPP-PP-R Pea Pod Regular 60” (152.4cm) £265.00
SPP-PP-G Pea Pod Giant 80” (203.2cm) £285.00

Like peas in a pod, kids will love the deep pressure

snuggle factor these inf latables provide. 

Also available:
Adult Armchair with 2 Armrests
L85cm x W73cm x H75cm
ASS-AC2 £220.00

Adult Bench Seat
L110cm x W73cm x H75cm
ASS-BS £225.00

Adult Easy Chair
L55cm x W73cm x H75cm
ASS-EC £145.00

adult soft seating
Ideal for waiting areas, or residentia l homes where you
may require a wipe clean surface, without it looking dull!

Corner Armchair
L73cm x W73cm x H75cm

ASS-CA £229.50

Armchair with Armrest 
L73cm x W70cm x H75cm 
£199.00
Armrest on the right: ASS-AR
Armrest on the left: ASS-AL

Choice of
three colours:

Orange
Green
Blue
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bean bags
Our range of bean bags include a High Back Chair and a 6ft sofa! All
bean bags are produced with a water and stain resistant Tef lon Coated
Fabric. Easy to wipe clean. All come with a bean bag liner making it
very easy to remove the cover to clean and to ref ill and refresh!

Filled with polystyrene beans and

professionally sewn with super

strength thread. Compliant with

BS5852 Fire Standards. 

Suitable for both adults and

children from 3+ 

bench
Bean Bag Bench

Comfortable Bench to fit more than one.
Water and Stain Resistant Teflon Coated Fabric

8 colours available
Dimensions: 100 x 137cm height

BB-04 £224.99

Giant Chair Bean Bag
Giant XL Lounger Chair in Stain &

Water Resistant Teflon Coated fabric. 
8 colours available

Dimensions: 92 x 82cm
BB-01 £164.99

Monster Bean Bag 
Even Bigger Bean Bag Chair
in Water and Stain Resistant

Teflon Coated Fabric. 
8 colours available

Dimensions: 107 x 99cm
BB-02 £174.99

highback
High Back Bean Bag
Ideal for those who need extra neck support. Water and 
Stain Resistant Teflon Coated Fabric. 8 colours available.
Dimensions: 92 x 92 x 122cm height
BB-03 £159.99

8 different colours
available including

Aqua, Black, Hot
Pink, Brown, Lime,

Purple, Red &
Royal Blue.
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bean cube
Bean Cube
40 x 40 x 40cm

BB-11 £65.00/each

bean bag sofa

Bean Bag Cushion
Ideal for children, easy to clean & refill.

Water and Stain Resistant Teflon
Coated Fabric. 8 colours available

Dimensions: 137 x 89cm
BB-05 £190.00

Giant Bean Bag Cushion
Water and Stain Resistant Teflon

Coated Fabric. 8 colours available
Dimensions: 150 x 150cm

BB-06 £210.00

Monster Bean Bag Cushion
Water and Stain Resistant Teflon

Coated Fabric. 8 colours available
Dimensions: 188 x 137cm

BB-07 £230.00

bean bag cushion

Regular 4ft Bean Bag Sofa
Water and Stain Resistant Teflon
Coated Fabric. 8 colours available
Dimensions: 120 x 64 x 28cm
BB-08 £215.00

Giant 5ft Bean Bag Sofa
This fabulously comfortable beanbag
is absolutely massive and definitely
Adult sized - it's a Giant!! Water and
Stain Resistant Teflon Coated Fabric.
8 colours available
Dimensions: 150 x 84 x 36cm
Scatter cushions not included
BB-09 £235.00

Monster 6ft Bean Bag Sofa
Monster Sofa Size! Water and Stain
Resistant Teflon Coated Fabric.
8 colours available
Dimensions: 180 x 89 x 36cm
BB-10 £255.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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tactile products

Air Cushion
Can be used to explore balance and co-
ordination or as a seating cushion to stop
fidgeting One side is gently textured and the
other is designed to stimulate a child's
sensory receptors with tiny bumps.
TAC-01
35cm diameter: £65.00
60cm diameter: £95.00

Arctic Squeeze Fidget Balls
Each is 7cm in size. Pack includes 3 Arctic Balls.
Durable gel filled ball with wonderful movement and
texture. Excellent tool for special needs therapy.
Challenge students to find the clear ice cube and polar
bear inside!
ST-ASB £29.99

Tactile Discs
Explore your senses with these tactile discs.

The large discs measure 27cm diameter and are
ideal for positioning on the floor. Match the smaller

discs to the larger using the included blind fold.
Each disc offers a different tactile surface.

TD-01 £62.95 (5 large and 5 small)
TD-02 £125.00 (10 large and 10 small)

Touch is an important part of sensory exploration

- some users really respond to different sensations

and it helps relax them.

We have a variety of different tactile products from Tactile Balls 
and Discs to new Density Blocks and Tactile Cushions.

Set of 5 Density Blocks
These blocks allow you to adapt and develop fine
motor skills according to the differences in density.
Tactile products help refine sensations for sight-
impaired children or those with reduced feeling in
their fingers. Each density has a specific colour.

Block lengths are all L70cm, W20, H15cm
Fitted with an anti slip base.
Supplied with an educational booklet.
DB-01 £199.00

Set of 6 Tactile Balls
The small PVC balls with gel literally mould
themselves to the catcher's hand- they are one
of the easiest balls to catch! They stop where
dropped, making them a great alternative to
bouncy balls. Simply slip the cover onto the
ball for an additional tactile element! Set of 6
tactile balls, with removable surface washable
tactile covers.

Designed by experts, perfect for use at home,
in the classroom or sensory room.
STB-YE £55.00

Set of 8 Tactile Feet
Set of 8 Tactile feet with 8 different textures, allows
a child to work on finding their own body space
while also stimulating tactile identification by
creating sensory balance pathways.

There is 8 different textures. All feet are: length:
22cm, width: 12cm,  thickness: 0.3 - 2cm.
Supplied with 1 scarf.
TF-01 £55.00
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tactile tub

tactile tub

Twirly Whirly Rainbomaker
A simple turn of the Rainbomaker creates a captivating combination of
sound & colour. Watch and listen as a rainbow of colourful beads cascade
through the tube recreating the soft sound of gently falling rain.

Pop Up Storage Box
A Large 40.5 x 40.5cm pop up fabric box to store your Tactile Tub.

TT-01 Total Price: £189.99

Glow in the Dark
Sensory Ball
A rubbery, textured
sensory ball that absorbs
white light to glow in the
dark! 16.5cm

Exclusively picked products to stimulate touch, vision & co-ordination.

Comes complete with a pop up storage box making them ideal to

bring into sensory sessions. 

Mini Curves 
‘n’ Waves
A fun tactile toy whilst
also stimulating hand-
eye coordination skills,
visual tracking & colour
recognition.

Textured Blocks
Various shaped and

textured soft durable
blocks that can be

wiped clean.

Linking Rings
Brightly coloured tactile star shaped rings,
easy to grasp and connect.

‘See Me’ Tactile Balls
Set of 4 10cm textured balls in
translucent colours.
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tactile cushions

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

A new range of handmade tactile cushions suitable for use in care homes
or day centres, or for those who fidget and require tactile stimulation.

Dotty Tea Party
TP-TCDT £45.00

Claret + Blue
TP-TCCB £45.00

Red + White
TP-TCRW £45.00

Red, Gold + Black
TP-TCRGB £45.00

Blue + White
TP-TCBW £45.00

Fun at the Fairground
TP-TCFF £45.00

A range of tactile cushions, some themed
football related.

Various textures including satin, artificial
grass, zips, belts, bows, ribbons and lace.

All cushions come with a washbag, 
for easy cleaning.

tactile aprons
Our range of UK handmade tactile aprons, including a tabard, 
all with various tactile textures and items to explore including
ribbons, crushed velvet, belts, mesh, bows, lace and zips. 

All come with washbag for machine washing. Visually stimulating with flourescent
materials, bright velvet and satin. Ideal for people living with dementia.

Men's Crushed Red
Velvet Half Apron
TP-TAMR £44.99

Men's Crushed Blue
Velvet Half Apron
TP-TAMB £44.99

Women's Crushed Pink
Velvet Half Apron
TP-TAWP £44.99

Women's Crushed Blue
Velvet Half Apron
TP-TAWB £44.99

Navy Blue Tabard
TP-TABT £49.99

Prices exclude VAT
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tactile exploration

Sensory Motor K it’
Explore 12 different tactile items all in one bag. Smaller items help develop fine motor
skills, while larger items help develop gross motor skills. Includes ring, tactile balls in
various sizes and styles, water mat, koosh balls and a tangle.

TP-SMK £319.99 exc VAT

Tactile Traff ic 
Light Panels
Tactile Traffic Light Panels feature three tactile discs mounted onto
brightly coloured plastic boards that have been curved on the
corners to prevent sharp edges.

The synthetic rubber tactile effects vary, from smooth to rough
surfaces, raised lines, rings, squiggles, squares or triangles. The
discs measure 27cm diameter. Easily mounted to the wall, can be
either horizontal or vertical. Ideal product to add a fixed tactile
element to sensory rooms or to make corridors more colouful and
interesting- perhaps leading to the sensory room. 
Size: 100 x 45cm

Tactile Traffic Light Panel (colours and disc vary)
TTLP-01 £165.00 exc VAT

Cuddle
Cube
25cm2 cube, covered on all 6 sides in soft, furry fabric in
various prints with interesting colours to explore.

CC-01 £75.00 exc VAT

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Tactile K eepsake Cushions
A selection of unique, handmade
keepsake cushions ideal for dementia
and the elderly, or as a comfort while
away from home. They provide tactile
stimulation, as well as being small
enough to carry around, or hook over
your arm with the provided ribbon.
Each cushion comes with a set of
three potpourri bags- lavender, rose
and bouquet garni to insert under the
mesh at the front. You can also insert
a small photo, as a reminder of a
loved one lost, or a beloved pet.

Pink Crushed Velvet
TP-TKCP £28.00

Blue Crushed Velvet
TP-TKCB £28.00

Black Fur
TP-TKCF £28.00

Prices exclude VAT
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sensory dens

They are also ideal for use at home or in a multi-use room, to explore UV lights, glow in the dark items, fibre optics and projectors.

If you wanted to join several dens together, this is easily achieved with the extendable cube dens creating a sensory trail with
auditory, visual and tactile stimulation. New 1.8m tall dens enable wheelchair users and taller people to create a safe, calm space to
explore sensory in. We also have a number of other dens offering excellent value such as the new 'Creative Den'.

sensory
dark den

This affordable den has a thick layered cover to create a
dark environment ideal for exploring sensory environments
with UV equipment, projectors, glowing toys, torches and
fibre optics. Our UV Play ‘n’ Go case is ideal for use in this

den or the mini UV den kit - see opposite.

"The children were immensely excited about the den and
couldn't wait for their turn. It was very easy to put up and

greatly stimulated a child with complex needs. It is
excellent value for money."

W100 x L100 x H100cm

SDD-0R £99.99

la rge dark
den
Giant version of the dark den at 1.8m high
and 1.5 x 1.5m floor size.

With this den, you can fit a group of children
or accomodate those who need a little more
space. Easy to assemble and pack away into
storage bag.

H182 x W150 x L150cm

SDD-GO £135.00

Dark dens are ideal for creating environments where sensory equipment and

toys can be used without the need for a dedicated sensory room. 
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total UV den
Create a world of colourful and
engaging products using UV light.
This den has been created to give
you everything you need to
explore UV including:

• Black and White Pod with flap
for the door and velcro
receptive strips 

• 1.2m Square UV Mat-
fluorescent orange and
fluorescent yellow on either
side so you can flip it over for a
change!

• UV-1001 Sparkle ‘n’ Glow Fibre
Optic Strands and lightsource.
Use the lightsource to make the
fibres sparkle and then unplug
and use the UV torch to make
the fibres furiously glow!

• UV Torch 
• UV Soft Play Dice
• 9 Giant Bubbles Mirror
• UV Creative Draw ’n’ Glow

Cushion- use the special pen to
draw shapes and text in the
dark that glows and then
disappears like magic!

SUVD-01 £895.00

total sensory den
A whole world of sensory in a
dark, safe space! 

This Total Sensory Den is an
excellent introduction to sensory
equipment and exploration,
especially useful where you need
to create a darkened environment
or where space is limited.
Includes:

• Black and White Pod with flap
for the door and Velcro
receptive strips

• 1.2m square Fibre Optic Carpet
as the base 

• 9 Giant Bubbles Mirror
• SS-751 Sparkle Sensory Strands

and lightsource
• Sensory Musical Gloves
• Tactile Discs
• Tactile Balls
• Galaxy Stars Projector
• UV Creative Draw ’n’ Glow

Cushion- use the special pen to
draw shapes and text in the
dark that glows and then
disappears like magic!

TSD-01 £1499.00
63

creative den
New! A blank canvas to inspire creative minds- splash with colour 
both inside and out, or teachers can theme for particular events or learning topics.

Add comfy cushions so users can sit or lie to draw. Explore your art work with a UV
torch! Includes colourful chalk to get started straight away!

W79 x D76 x H81cm

SDD-CU £245.00

mini UV
den kit
A starter Kit for exploring UV equipment in
the dark. Draw shapes and patterns in the
air with the Draw ‘n’ Glow kit; push the
roller shaker around the den watching the
beads glow; and hang bright UV tubing
and fabric around the den.

Kit contents:
• UV Torch
• UV Fabric
• UV Line Lite Tubing x 2
• Draw ‘n’ Glow Kit
• Roller Shaker
• Glow in the Dark Gloves

MUVD £152.42
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New! A Black and White den in one
Great for both working with UV lights in the
black den, and calming projector effects in the
white den. Add resources to turn the den into a
shop for role play- hang items from the roof, or
add a 9 bubbles mirror. Easy connects together
and can be packed away for storage. Cables can
be fed through the screens enabling you to easily
use mains equipment, such as projectors of fibre
strands.  Flap for door, to create total darkness.
Comes with floor mat. 
SDD-WB £349.99

You can now purchase 
1.8m tall dens!
1.2 x 1.8m den with mat ideal for wheelchair users or
teenagers that would benefit from a comfortable safe space.  
SDD-WBT £419.99

Extension cube with mat
Available to turn a tall 1.2 x 1.8m den
into a whopping 2.4m long x 1.8m tall.
SDD-WBET £380.00

1.2m black and white
sensory cube den

Extension cube with mat
Available to turn a 1.2 x 1.2m den

into a 1.2 x 2.4m long den.
SDD-WBES £310.00

1.8m tall black and white
sensory cube den

REVERSIBLE
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warm ‘n’cool
weighted blankets

Total Sensory's range of weighted blankets are designed by a Paediatric

Occupational Therapist who is trained in sensory integration therapy. 

They are f illed with gel to create a grounding weight and provide a

greater sense of your body.

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

The main function of a weighted blanket is to increase deep
pressure input to the body which facilitates the release of
chemicals (dopamine and serotonin) from the brain which calm
and relax you. They should never be used as a restraint or to
wrap the client or child up in, and never cover the client’s face.

All the blankets have a removeable cover for washing and the gel
filled blanket can be easily wiped clean with a sponge. The
blanket can be heated by placing in a clothes dryer for 5-10 mins,
or cooled in a freezer for those hot summer nights where weight
is still desired to sleep. All blankets come with a winter cover –
duvet style – and a summer cover – a cotton cover.

Small Weighted Blanket
31.5" x 47", 2kg
SWB £199.00

Medium Weighted Blanket
39" x 55", 3kg
MWB £216.00

Large Weighted Blanket
47" x 63", 4.5kg
LWB £238.00

Extra Large Weighted Blanket
47" x 71", 6kg
ELWB £255.00

Lap Weighted Blanket – 3kg
80cm x 100cm
LB-3 £225.00

Lap Weighted Blanket – 5kg
80cm x 100cm
LB-5 £249.00

Lap Weighted Blanket – 7kg
80cm x 100cm
LB-7 £269.00

Weighted Snake
1.7kg bead filled weighted snake.
Soft and cuddly, they make the
perfect weight for hanging around
your shoulders or coiled up on
your lap. Ideal for use in the 
car or classroom.
WS £29.99

PLAIN GREEN

PLAIN PURPLE

STARS

STRIPES

Prices exclude VAT
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sensory small resources

Draw ‘n’ 
Glow Kit
Cushioned pad with a
magic uv pen that will
provide hours of fun in the
dark! Draw or write on the
uv pad and watch it glow
and then fade in the light
to allow you to use the
pad over and over again!
Stencil set included.
TSR-DG £69.00

Fireworks Projector
Create an incredible fireworks
show in your room from this
simple to operate handheld
fireworks projector. Simply rotate
the wheel to choose your
firework, aim and pull the trigger
watching amazing firework
effects and booming sounds burst
onto your walls or ceiling!
Requires 3AA batteries. Ages
6+. Adult assistance
recommended.
TSR-FP £29.99

Sight & Sound Drum
Ideal for early years stimulation, with 5 different

tubes each consisting of visually interesting
materials and creating different sounds as they

spin. The entire drum rotates at the slightest
touch giving maximum reward for little effort.
Targets fine and gross motor skills, listening,
vision and movement. Base size: 26 x 22cm.

TSR-SS £84.00

Ear Defenders
Dampens down sounds for
those overly sensitive.

Suitable for ages 0-12 years.
Adjustable Strap. Easy to clean.
SE-01 £12.99

A selection of some of our best selling small

sensory resources, including the popular

Draw ‘n’ Glow kit and our new sensory

musical gloves.
Set of 6 Theraputty
Theraputty is the standard in resistive
hand exercise material. Each colour
coded putty has a different consistency
ranging from xx-soft for strengthening
the weakest grasp, to extra firm for
developing a stronger grip. Available in
easy to open plastic containers, ideal
for use at home, for those who fidget,
need to develop fine motor skills, or
those with artheritis and need to
strengthen their fingers. Set of 6
colours from very soft to firm includes:
Tan / Yellow / Red / Green / Blue / Black
Each tub contains 2oz
SA-TPY £39.99
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Emotion Balls
How do you feel?
Express yourself
using these balls. Set
of 6 emotions:
happy, angry, sad,
amazed, excited,
frightened.
TSR-EB £19.99

Hand Held Mirror
Hand held frame with safe acrylic mirror for up

close exploration. Approx size: 27 x 18cm
TSR-HM £22.50

Coloured Frame
Hand held frame with translucent colour panel to
view the world with rose tined glasses! Approx
size: 29 x 19cm.
TSR-CF £22.50

Weighted Snake
1.7kg bead filled weighted 
snake. Soft and cuddly, they 
make the perfect weight for hanging around your
shoulders or coiled up on your lap. Ideal for use in the 
car or classroom.
WS £29.99

Sensory Musical Gloves
Simply put on the gloves and press your fingertips down onto any

surface to play your own musical creation! Each fingertip represents a
different musical note, and there are 8 built in instruments to choose
from; piano, bass, violin, trumpet, xylophone, music box, guitar and

drum. Background rhythms can be added for when you really get going!
Volume and Tempo controls are on the control unit. The unit can also 

be clipped onto your belt for making 
music on the move! Powered 

by 4 'AAA' batteries, included.
TSR-SMG £99.99

Hand Bells
Beautiful set of 8 hand bells designed for children to
use. Each bell is differentiated by colour and sounds
one note of the octave so with the full set there is a

complete octave. The set comes with an A4 sheet of
music with the notes specifying the colour of the bell

to be rung so a group of children can enjoy playing
music together. It is great for encouraging interaction

and teamwork. Ages 3+.
TSR-MB £24.00

Hand Held Tubie
Encourage hand-eye co-ordination
and tracking with this hand held
tubie. Watch the coloured balls
disappear and reappear in the
transparent tube, which is ribbed
and interesting to feel. Four balls
included. Approx size: 23cm.
TSR-HT £25.00 
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sensory small resources
Mini Vortex Bubble Tube
A dancing vortex of water and light!
Colour changing LED's light up the
water while you watch a spinning
vortex build up inside. Great sensory
product. Mains powered.
MS-VT £20.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

metallic & mirror pebbles
Use indoors and out, the
smooth pebbled surface delight
and engage. Try stacking,
rolling and sorting.

Super Spheres - set of 4
SP-MPDS-SS £25.77

Mirror Pebbles - set of 20
SP-MPDS-MIP £45.47

Metallic pebbles- set of 10
SP-MPDS-MEP £42.87

Donut Pebbles - set of 16
SP-MPDS-DP £40.92

Arctic Squeeze Fidget Balls
Each ball has a different sized filling to distinguish and
create more of a tactile experience. Each is 7cm in size.
Pack includes 3 Arctic Balls. Excellent tool for special
needs therapy. Challenge students to find the clear ice
cube and polar bear inside!
ST-ASB £29.99

Mini Jellyfish 
Amazing lifelike jellyfish tank with
triple LED's lighting up the tank in
three different colours. Jets of air

move the water inside and provide
the jellyfish with amazingly realistic

movement. Powered by 3 x AA
batteries (not included).

MS-JF £20.00

Mini Volcano
An inferno of light and
colour! Simply fill with

water and turn on to
watch the volcano errupt.
Powered by 3 x AA 1.5v

batteries (not included)
MS-VO £20.00

Prices exclude VAT
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f idget chews

squidgy sparkly

Circles
Pack of 5, 8cm diameter
SSP-CI £26.45 

Operations
Pack of 10, 6 x 6cm
SSP-OP £32.94

Shapes
2x 6 different shapes, 
15 x 15cm approx 
SSP-SH £36.90

Flowers
20 flowers, 40 leaves, 50 stems.
Flowers approx 6cm
SSP-FL £57.94 

Fish
6 different fish in design and size,
size ranges from 5cm to 20cm
SSP-FS £36.90

Butterflies
10 butterflies, approx 12cm each
SSP-BF £31.45 

Red Hexagon
FCH-RH £16.99

Blue Circle
FCH-BC £16.99

Pink Circle
FCH-PC £16.99

Made from 100% food grade silicone, they are great for people who seek out chewing or oral
input. Designed by an occupational therapist for use by people with autism, sensory processing
disorder, ADD/ADHD, or any person that seeks out oral input Complete with safety lanyard.

Green Rectangle
FCH-GR £16.99

Pack of 4 Chews
Provide different tactile and sensory motor
input. ldeal for those who fidget and need
distraction, to help calm and focus. The
different textured surfaces provide sensory
input and the small coloured shapes are
the ideal size for children to hold.
The set of 4 includes:
1 x Yellow Star (10cm diameter)
1 x Blue Oblong (11cm)
1 x Green Circle (9cm diameter)
1 x Red Diamond (11cm)
FCH-01HHC £12.99

Numbers
Includes 0-9, each 15cm
SSP-NU £39.90 

We love these new gel fidgets! You can't resist
squeezing and playing with them. Range includes
shapes, letters, numbers, butterflies, flowers, fish
and operations. Great for hiding in sand or a
water play table. Can also be used in a light box
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activity cubes & panels
Our range of Activity Cubes & Panels offer

visual, auditory & tactile sensory stimulation.

Activity Cubes and Wall Panels are ideal for developing sensorimotor skills;
experimenting with vision, touch and hand-eye co-ordination to gain a
particular outcome. Some can be mounted to the wall or added to soft play
or sensory rooms in an effort to bring the relaxing concept of a sensory
room together with an activity. 

Pathfinder Panel
The Pathfinder Panel is great for

visual tracking, fine and gross motor
dexterity, eye-hand coordination, and

developing sensorimotor skills.
Dimensions: 61 x 61 x 10cm

AWP-04 £210.00

Submarine Panels of Play
Lively and Fun Submarine Shaped
Panel with 4 different 
Activity Panels including the
Paddle Wheel & Flipper Panel, 
a concave mirror and a sculpture
maze! Wall Mountable.
190 x 80 x 10cm 
AWP-SUB £625.00

Activity Cube
A Sensory Adventure! 

5 sides of play include Flipper Panel,
Paddle Panel, Traffic Memory Game and
Tic Tac Toe (noughts and crosses) and a

Rollercoaster Bead Maze on top! 
AWP-AC £575.00

Sea Life Activity Cube
The Sea Life Play Cube's
beautiful design invites you to
play and explore the ocean's
depths. The artwork is fun 
and realistic, included on the 
5 sides of play.
AWP-SAC £625.00
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Activity Paddle Wheel Wall Panel
Rotate the paddle wheels to jumble the balls

around! Great addition to a soft play or 
sensory room. Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 5cm

AWP-01 £225.00

Activity Flipper Wall Panel
Flick the Handle to push the balls around the

panel. Great side by side with the Paddle
Wheel panel. Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 5cm

AWP-02 £225.00

Outer Space Pathfinder Wall Panel
Both decorative and fun! Explore the Galaxy
with space shuttles, shooting stars, planets and
outer space aliens! Dimensions: 51 x 51 x 5cm
AWP-03 £235.00

Safari Wall Panel
Lively and Fun Safari Themed Wall Panel combines art and play! Featuring colourful images of animals and
plant life you would encouter on a safari. Made up of 3 panels with our popular flipper and paddle wheel
with a large size alphabet toy. Great for libraries and waiting rooms. Dimensions: 154 x 76 x 10cm
AWP-SAF £625.00
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f loor & wall padding
We provide soft coverings for all applications- from behind a bed at

home or in a residentia l location, to a full padded room with custom

made padded seating areas.

The foam we utilise is of a high grade and density- so its durability
over time is much improved compared to some thin, soft foams you
can get that do not retain their shape and depth. The vinyl is wipe
clean and comes in a variety of colour choices, all professionally
sewn to create a neat finish.

There are two types of wall coverings we can provide:
1. Fixed Connection – (PICTURED) this type comes with a tab top

and bottom (a lip, if you like), unique to total sensory. This type is
suitable for any application where the users may attempt to
remove the padding. Screws and raw plugs are not provided as
this depends on your own type of wall i.e plaster or hard bricked
etc. We do provide plastic domes with every fixed connection
wall pad. These come in white, dark blue, black or yellow. These
domes fit over the screws so the screws cannot be tampered
with. Tab top padding can be replaced or re-covered if required.

2. Velcro Connection - this type doesn't have a tab top, instead
we provide velcro and plastic strips for you to secure to your wall
and line this up with the velcro provided at the back of the wall
pads. We can provide the pads soft backed, or with a thin board
backing. Velcro connection is ideal for those who would like to
remove pads in the future, or would like the option of easily
replacing individual pads.

Floor padding is provided with velcro strips.

The thickness of our floor or wall padding 
is 50mm or 100mm.

We can provide supply only, 
or we can quote for fitting.

Black

Yellow

Grey

Red

White

Aqua

Dark Blue

Ice Blue

Pale Blue Orange Orangina Fuchsia
Bright
Green Lilac Sand

Fixed
connection

wall padding
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Procedure for a full room:
If you are looking to fit out a complete room, we will require you to complete our padding
requirements form, that you can download from our website. We can then provide a
budgetary price for your requirements and if this meets with your approval, we will
proceed to the next stage where we take a deposit and arrange for a site visit to confirm all
measurements and any obstructions. We can send out swatches for colour selection and
once we have your choices, production can then commence, and we can arrange a fitting
date. Please note delivery timescales are dependent on the overall size and structure of
your room, as a guideline we averagely allow 4-6 weeks from production to completion.

PLEASE VIEW
OUR GALLERY
OF SOFT PLAY

ROOMS ONLINE
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relaxation areas

the little garden

Consists of 1 corner piece, 2
quarter circle pieces, 1 palm tree.
144cm x 144cm.

All are 30cm high.

RA-LG £485.00

Very young children can play and relax in complete safety in these rest areas.

the palm grove

Consists of 3 corner pieces, 2 palm
trees, 1 target container.
144cm x 144cm.

All are 30cm high.

RA-PG £625.00

the garden
Consists of 2 corner pieces, 2

quarter circle pieces, 1 rectangular
piece, 1 flower containers. 

216cm x 144cm.

All are 30cm high.

RA-G £695.00

Also available:
The Sea - Consists of

4 corner pieces, 

1 rectangular piece.

216cm x 144cm

£615.00

Can also 
be converted 
to a Ball Pool
Please see

page 85-86
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zoned padded areas
Zoned areas create a safe space for quiet play, reading or

relaxation. Ideal for nurseries, or to create a 'pop up' sensory

area that you can dismantle and move if required. 

A range of square relaxation areas padded 
with vinyl mat plus backrests covers and 
wood barriers for comfort and safety.

You can either have a square relaxation area, or a
large square relaxation area if you need more
space. They all come with 4 sets of right angled
hinges and 6 sets of straight line hinges.

Why not create a sensory zone within the area-
using one of our play n go sensory suitcases? The
vinyl is wipe clean, so you can get as messy as
you like! Incorporate aroma play dough, tactile
products, or play a game with hand bells, or
musical footnotes? The uses for this space are
endless, and with the added convienience of
being able to take it with you, should you
relocate or are unable to fix padding to the walls.

The square relaxation area
192cm x 192cm.
Consists of: 6 barriers-  L: 96cm, 2 barriers -
L:48cm, 6 mats - 96cm x 48cm, 
1 mat - 96cm x 96cm, 4 corner backrests, 
3 backrests - L: 96cm.
ZA-SZ £2350.00

A choice of
colours

including:
Red/Orange,Blue, Green andNatural.

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

The large square relaxation area
240cm x 240cm.

Consists of: 7 barriers - L: 96cm,
4 barriers - L: 48cm, 2 mats - 96cm x 48cm,

2 mats - 96cm x 96cm, 2 mats - 144 x 96cm,
1 mat - 48cm x 48cm, 4 corner backrests, 

3 backrests - L:48cm, 3 backrests - L: 96cm.
ZA-LSZ £2650.00

Prices exclude VAT
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soft play padded mats

Our new range of fun Soft Play Padded Mats are ideal for use in schools,

nurseries, créches and for use at home. The picture mats offer vibrant scenes

to encourage learning- our favourite is the ‘Spot the Animal’, helping to

learn at home or encourage group learning at nursery.

All our new plain and picture mats
are produced using high density
foam - so it doesn’t collapse when
you sit on it. All mats are 1.2 x 1.2m
with 35mm thick foam. The mats are
professionally sewn with a
concealed zip at the back. Please
inform us if you require the mats to
be joined together.

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

1.2m x 1.2m UV Mat
With two fluorescent colours on
either side- orange and yellow.
This mat is 5cm thick and will

glow under UV spotlight. 
UVP-04 £165.00

Please see
page 72 for

colour
choices

1.2m, 40mm thick
Foldable & Extendable
Rainbow Mat
Fitted with carry handle, these
mats fold in half for easy storage
when not in use. They are also
fully extendable with hook and
loop fastener, so you can add as
many extra mats as you like! Wipe
clean, fire retardant, Phthalates
Free foam. Dimensions: 1.2m x
1.2m
SPM-05 £160.00

76

Plain Mats
1.2 x 1.2m, 35mm thick
Please see page 72 for
colour choices.

SPMF-01 £129.00

Prices exclude VAT
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Picture Mats

1.2 x 1.2m, 35mm thick
Choose from:

• SPMF-P1 Spot the animal
• SPMF-P2 Under the sea
• SPMF-P3 People of the world
• SPMF-P4 Funky farmyard
• SPMF-P5 Owl Family

£149.00/each
NEW

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

SPOT THE ANIMAL

FUNKY FARMYARD UNDER THE SEA

OWL FAMILY

PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD

Prices exclude VAT
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soft play wall mats

Wall mats are suitable for babies and above. They can be used individually

or joined together using velcro, placed on the wall and on the f loor.

The mats are all 96cm length, 48cm wide and 5cm
thick to fit together in a range of ways. They provide
maximum safety with anti-slip backing, multi purpose
as they can be used on the floor and on walls.

They are easy to clean and easy to set up, as they come
with velcro strips to attach to the walls. If required join
mats together with velcro side fastenings.

Apple Tree Wall Mat 
with basket
Green/light green with apple
designed pockets
SWM-ATB £185.00

Plain mat
Choice of 7 colours: beige,
light orange, orange, light
blue, blue, light green, green
SWM-P £78.00

Wave activity mats
Choice of 3 colours: beige/orange,
beige/blue, beige/green
SWM-W £98.00

Mats with mirrors
Comes in green, orange 
or blue
SWM-M £105.00

Rainbow mat
SWM-RM £89.00

Apple tree mats
Green/light green with apple
designed pockets
SWM-AT £148.00
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Also available:

Mat and animals maxi pack

1 wall mat 'animals', 1 pack of animals.

SWM-AMP £149.00

Set of 3 mirrored wall mats

SWM-M3 £312.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

soft play mat kits

Mat and numbers
maxi pack
1 wall mat ' multi velcro',
1 pack of numbers
SWM-NMP £135.00

Roads mats pack
4 wall mats 'the road', 

1 pack of 5 work vehicles, 
1 pack of 6 leisure vehicles.

SWM-RMP £320.00

Prices exclude VAT
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Coloured safety glass mirror with support bar available in small or
large size in a choice of colours- orange, red, blue or green.

Small Mirror - 48.2cm square. Small support bar with connectors
measures 72cm long and comes in blue.

Large Size Mirror - 112cm long x 62.6cm wide. Large support
bar with connectors measures 135cm long and comes in green.

Bars themselves are made from wood and epoxy metal, varnished solid wood. The
diameter has been chosen for a better grip by small children.

It is essential to secure your wall bars at each end for bar or wall activities.
Connection for wall bars are: L 10cm, W 10cm, H 6cm, colour natural, made from
wood and epoxy finished metal. Fixing screws depend on your type of wall,
therefore are not supplied.

Large Mirror
with Support Bar
SB-LM £299.00

Small Mirror
with Support Bar
SB-SM £235.00

support bars
Support bars are ideal for learning about balance, 

assisting support to stand in a fun way.

Wave Corridor Support Bar Kit
Wave Corridor Complete Kit - comes with 4 wooden
connectors, 1 small bar, 2 large bars, and all the
below games including the decorative mirror, curtain
sheets and fringed curtains. Doesn't require mirror-
forms a tactile support bar, ideal for waiting areas,
corridors and play areas.
SB-WCK £329.99

Curtain Sheets
L 39cm, H 24cm, made from vinyl covers,
washable with water.
SBA-CS £22.00

Fringed Curtains
L 39cm, H 49cm, made from vinyl covers,

washable with water.
SBA-FC £25.00

Small decorative mirrors
Consists of 3 mirrors, L 11cm, H 19, 24, 24 cm,
made from vinyl covers, washable with water.
SBA-DM £25.00
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emotional expression

EMOTION CUSHIONS PACK 1 
(6 PCS) Includes: Happy, Sleepy, Sad, Amazed
Shy, Worried. 35cm diameter x 6cm depth.
SFC-14 £85.00

EMOTION CUSHIONS PACK 2 (6 PCS)
Includes: Sick, Hungry, Scared, 
Naughty, Bored, Angry. 
35cm diameter x 6cm depth. 
SFC-15 £85.00

EMOTIONS CUSHIONS BOTH PACKS
(12 PCS) WITH DONUT

CUSHION TROLLEY
Cushions: 35cm diameter x 5cm 

depth. Trolley: 70L x 36D x 43H cm.
SFC-16 £190.00

Laughing Louie
ED-LL £34.50

Angry Alice
ED-AA £34.50

Fearful Freddy
ED-FF £34.50

Surprised Sam
ED-SS £34.50

Happy Hannah
ED-HH £34.50

Sad Sally
ED-SA £34.50

expressions dolls
Expression dolls made from various fabrics to help develop
communication and sensitivity. Excellent teaching tools for tackling
language and understanding of different emotion expressed by the
dolls and shape recognition from the symbols printed on their
clothing which are related to the expressions they portray.

Choose from: Laughter, Anger, Fear, Surprise, Happiness, Sadness.

Made from 80% cotton and 20% polyester
Washable at 30 degrees C.

81
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Acrylic Mirrors are popular in sensory rooms, soft play rooms

or for use at home. Notorious for their tough, shatterproof

design, these mirrors provide functionality and fun.

BS EN71 compliant; made with non- shatter, non-splinter,

"hammer tough" plastics. 

Clean with a damp cloth or furniture polish, never with

abrasive or ammonia based window cleaners which may

damage the mirror. Recommended for indoor use only. 

soft play mirrors

Hand Mirrors (2 Pairs)
2 Pairs (4 hands) of shatterproof,
safe plastic mirrors measuring
250mm each. Safe edges, tough
material. Comes with self
adhesive pads.
AM-03 £34.99

Soft Framed 9 Giant Bubbles Mirror
A myriad of images multiply with this wonderful
moulded plastic safety mirror. Set in a colourful soft foam
filled frame, the mirror is from a really durable, hammer
tough, shatter resistant safety plastic. The frame is made
from phthalate free, fire retardant material and wipes
clean easily.

Mounting plates provided, but not wall fixings. Frame
comes in black and white, multi-coloured or all white
(for white rooms), please specify when ordering
Dimensions: 850mm square
AM-05 £189.00

9 Giant 
Bubbles Mirror
9 convex bubbles scatter light
and images for an interesting
effect. Self adhesive pads
included, for wall mounting. BS
EN71 compliant; made with non-
shatter, non-splinter, "hammer
tough" plastics. Dimensions:
750mm x 750mm
AM-08 £129.99

3 Giant Bubbles Mirror
These mirrors have three 220mm convex “bubbles.” Can
be mounted horizontally, vertically or for use as a border.
Self adhesive pads included. BS EN71 compliant; made
with non- shatter, non-splinter, “hammer tough” plastics.
Dimensions: 750mm x 250mm
AM-07 £89.99
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body rocker
Rocking has always been considered soothing

and restful, but also fun and exciting.

The gentle rocking sensation stimulates the sense of balance and increases the
feeling of peace and security. The user can be rocked in the body rocker with
assistance, or on therir own by just moving the arms or knees from one side to the
other.

Also offers the possibility to be rocked in a cosy and safe way for those who cannot
use ordinary swings.

A 50cm extention part can be fitted to the body rocker with strong velcro fastening
as an accessory for tall users.

Size: 150 x 70 x 30cm

Material: Moulded foam covered in flame resistant PVC

Yellow or White available.

Body Rocker
150 x 70 x 30cm
BR-01 £385.00

Extension to Body Rocker
50 x 70 x 30cm
BRE-01 £185.00
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soft play ball pools

Total Sensory offer a wide range of Soft Play Ball Pools, 

use alone or add to a Soft Play Area.

2m x 1.8m. Unique design means the ball pool
doubles up as seating and an activity centre and
will breakdown easily for storage. 4 sturdy pieces
with Jungle motifs and mirror detail. Complete
with base liner to enable use as a ball pool. 

Two sides are 40cm wide to enable sitting, and
the other two 20cm wide. We recommend 300+
balls (not included) to fill this ballpool. 

BP-JP £599.00

75mm Balls 
for Ballpool 500pcs
Please choose your colour 

(they come in bags of
500pcs)

BP-05 £95.00

75mm Balls 
for Ballpool

1,000pcs
BP-06 £185.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

step ‘n’ slide
ball pool
Promotes childrens’ all-round development
through hours of imaginative play in a safe
environment in their very own brightly-
coloured ballpool, whilst interacting and
socialising with other children. Consists of
4 x different coloured walls, one inner mat
and a Step ‘n’ Slide set. Holds
approximately 300+ balls (not included).
120 x 120 x 30cm
BP-SS £545.00

ju ngle soft play 
ball pool

Prices exclude VAT
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2m corner
ball pool

Multi coloured sides including
yellow, green, blue and red. 30cm

high. Includes base mat. We
recommend approx 1,500 balls.

BP-CB £680.00

Multi coloured sides including yellow, green,
blue and red. 30cm high. Includes base mat.
We recommend approx 1,500 balls.
BP-RB £599.00   

2m round
ball pool

75mm Balls 
for Ballpool 500pcs
Please choose your colour 

(they come in bags of 500pcs)
BP-05 £95.00

75mm Balls 
for Ballpool 1,000pcs

BP-06 £185.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

target ball pool
inc 500 balls

Fun ball pool complete with
opaque and transparent balls

and a target bucket to aim for.

Includes:
1 corner piece, 3 quarter circle pieces,
1 round base mat, 1 target container,

1 pack of 250 opaque balls, 1 pack of
250 transparent balls. 

Length 144cm x 144cm width,
30cm height, 15cm thick walls.

BP-TB £788.00

Prices exclude VAT
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Large Adult sized ball pool at 290 x
290cm. Produced using heavy duty
foam and wipe clean vinyl in bright
and vibrant colours.

Complete with foam base mat and
step and slide set. The sides are
approx. 75cm high, with 20cm thick
walls. Balls available separately. 

ABP-01 £1899.00 exc VAT

adult ball pool

calming oasis
ball pool

inc 500 balls
Tranquil ball pool complete
with 2 tropical palm trees

Includes:
2 corner pieces, 2 quarter circle pieces,
1 round base mat with 2 palm trees,
1 pack of 250 opaque balls and
1 pack of 250 transparent balls. 
Length 144cm x 144cm width, 
30cm height, 15cm thick walls.
BP-CO £853.00

the beach
ball pool

inc 750 balls
Includes:

1 corner piece, 3 quarter circle pieces, 2 rectangular
brick pieces, 1 round base mat, 1 palm tree,

2 packs of 250 obaque balls and 1 pack 250
transparent balls. Length 216cm x 144cm width,

30cm height, 15cm thick walls.
BP-BB £907.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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soft play shapes

Bump n Roll Set
Consists of:
2 Cylinders
1 Small Wave
1 Large Wave
Floor space required 144x48cm.
SPS-BR £240.00

Small Waves
L72cm, W48cm, H24cm
SPS-SW £95.00

All have an anti-slip base and 
are made from coated PVC fabric.

Two Wave Mat
L72cm, W48cm, H10cm
SPS-TWM £75.00

Four Wave Mat
L72cm, W48cm, H10cm
SPS-FWM £80.00

Rocker
L72cm, W48cm, H24cm
SPS-R £130.00

bumps’n’waves
Tiny Tot Sensory Pathway Kit
Floor space required 216x192cm.

Consists of:
1 Trapezium
1 Two Step
1 Curtained Bridge
2 Wobblies
1 Mirrored Mat with humps
1 Mat with 2 waves
1 Square Mat
SPS-TTSP £545.00

Prices exclude VAT
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soft play shapes

Folding incline mat
Versitile folding mat, great for rolling
down, helping with crawling and general
core activation. Easily folds into a cube
shape, which makes it great for climbing
on and for easy storage.
L83.8cm, W61cm, H35.5-5cm
SPS-FIM £110.00

Rainbow Mat
Folding gym mat, made from high quality
PVC, Vinyl and EPC foam. Can also be
used as a standing divider.
L244cm, W122cm, H5cm
SPS-RM £189.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Climb and Slide Set
L120 X 30H X 50W (cm)
Essential 3 Step Climb
and Wave Slide Set.
SPS-SCS £199.00

Climb and Slide Set 
with half cube

L210 X 30H X50W (cm)
SPS-CSP £245.00

steps, slides & mats

Prices exclude VAT
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Barrel
Great for OT's- offering a product

for rolling or crawling through.
L50cm, W50cm, H60cm

(inside diameter 30cm)
SPS-BA £199.00

Insert Barrel
Can be used alone as a cylinder for rolling
and playing on, or inserted into the barrel.
L50cm, W50cm, H60cm.
SPS-IBA £69.00

Balance Ball
This balance ball can be used either flat side down,
or for an added challenge on the sphere side. Great

for core development, righting reflexes and
vestibular input. Measures a huge 1m diameter!

L40cm, W40cm, 100cm
SPS-BB £299.00

Cirque
Have a ball rolling around the room
with this one. With handles for added
support and control, it can also be used
for balancing when laid flat on the floor. 
L127cm, W76cm, H46cm
SPS-CQ £319.00

roll & balance

Prices exclude VAT
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soft play rockers

Our range of soft play rockers are ideal for individual or group creative

play, and would be a welcome addition to any soft play area.

Brightly coloured items are produced to exacting 

standards with wipe clean, durable and flame retardant 

PVC and high grade CFC free flame retardant foam. 

Printed with non-toxic ink.

Soft Play Ride ‘n’ Slide Elephant
140 x 57 x 40cm
SP-ER £180.00

Soft Play Zebra
85 x 60 x 25cm
SP-SZ £180.00

Soft Play Giddy Up Horse Rocker
85 x 60 x 25cm
SP-GH £180.00

Soft Play Wiggly Worm
100 x 43 x 25cm
SP-WW £130.00

Soft Play Cheeky Monkey Rocker
103 x 63 x 25cm
SP-CM £180.00

Soft Play Funky Fish
59 x 36 x 25cm
SP-FF £85.00

Soft Play Motorbike
83 x 64 x 25cm
SP-SM £180.00

Soft Play Ride’n’Slide Dinosaur
57 x 140 x 40cm
SP-DS £180.00

Soft Play Sea Turtle
50 x 97 x 25cm
SP-TU £180.00

Soft Play Octopus
120 x 77cm
SP-OT £180.00

Soft Play Red Car
50 x 97 x 25cm
SP-RC £180.00

Cheeky
Monkey
Rocker
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snuggle islands

New brightly coloured snuggle islands,
ideal for the classroom, sensory rooms
or waiting areas.

Farmyard Snuggle Island
FSI-01 £169.99

Zoo Snuggle
Island
ZSI-02 £169.99

Pond Life
Snuggle
Island
PSI-03 £169.99

High quality, wipe clean durable
material with heavy duty stitching
and high density foam insert.

All 900mm diameter 
x 250mm height

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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soft play sets

A range of soft play activity sets for nurseries, soft play rooms, schools

or for use at home. All our sets come with storage sacks or zip up

holdalls to enable easy storage.

Brightly coloured, wipe clean vinyl meeting all relevant UK and European safety standards. Ideal for group creative learning

activities, building structures for role play and constructing obstacle courses for physical play.

12 Piece Set with storage sack
A quality starter set with 12 pcs in 
anti-bacterial fabrics for extra hygiene.
Includes: 2 x large wheel blocks, 2 x small
wheel cubes, 1 x long block, 2 x cut out
triangles, 3 x bricks, 2 x wave bricks.
SPAS-01 £285.00

23 Piece Set with storage sack
23 pcs in anti-bacterial fabrics for extra
hygiene. Includes: 2 x 20cm x 80cm
blocks, 4 x wave design bricks, 2 x 20cm
wheel blocks, 2 x 40cm wheel blocks, 
6 x 20cm x 30cm bricks, 2 x triangle roof
blocks, 2 x triangular ridge tile blocks, 
2 x 20cm cubes, 1 x 20cm chimney pot.
SPAS-02 £505.00

16 Piece Set with zip up holdall
Compact set of brightly coloured soft

play shapes ideal for role play or
creating obstacle courses. 

Holdall size: 45 x 45 x 90cm.
SPAS-03 £248.00
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Soft Play Obstacle Course Set
Make your own activity trail with
this set. All 17 pieces join together
with hook and loop fastener to
prevent slipping.
SPAS-08 £1435.00

19 Piece Set with zip up holdall
A medium sized set of 19 cleverly
designed soft play pieces. 
Holdall size: 69 x 69 x 84cm.
SPAS-04 £457.00

Large 12 Piece Set with zip up holdall
A larger set of 12 sizeable pieces allowing
construction of exciting physical and role play
environments. Holdall size: 60 x 90 x 145cm.
SPAS-05 £649.00

Large 15 Piece Set with zip up holdall
A giant set of 15 large climb on pieces allowing the
creation of obstacles courses with climb over, under,
through and round. Holdall size: 75 x 90 x 100cm.
SPAS-06 £720.00

25 Piece All Sorts Set 
with zip up holdall
Brightly coloured soft play shapes
with textured surfaces for sensory
stimulation. High contrast colours
aid the visually impaired. 
Holdall size: 
110 x 69 x 69cm.
SPAS-07 £610.00
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see & feel blocks

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

A variety of shapes and sizes with multi textures for sensory

stimulation and mirrors to play and discover your own ref lection.

Multi textures: knitter, polycotton, waxed fabric and velvet.

Blocks come with either Mirrored or Textured Covers.

Shapes include Quarter Cube, Half Cube or Trapezium.

Quarter Cube with mirrors
48cm x 12cm high
SFB-QCM £102.99

Quarter Cube with textures
48cm x 12cm high
SFB-QCT £99.99

Half Cube with mirrors
48cm x 24cm high
SFB-HCM £115.99

Trapezium with textures
48cm x 24cm high
SFB-TT £115.99

Trapezium with mirrors
48cm x 24cm high
SFB-TM £112.99

Half Cube with textures
48cm x 24cm high
SFB-HCT £112.99

Prices exclude VAT
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raised play pods

Rectangular Step Up Play Pod with no door
Fixed steps: L: 186cm, W: 186cm, H:129cm,
Interior area: 118 x 178cm.
RPP-RND £3,479.00

Rectangular Step Up Play Pod with Door
With closed stairs: L: 186cm, W: 126cm, H:140cm,
open stairs: L: 186cm, W: 195cm, H: 140cm,
Interior area: 118 x 178cm. 
RPP-RWD £3,845.00

Square Step Up Play Pod with door
With closed stairs: L: 126cm, W: 126cm, H:140cm,
open stairs: L: 195cm, W: 126cm, H: 140cm,
Interior area: 118 x 118cm. 
RPP-SWD £3,219.00

Square Step Up Play Pod with no door
Fixed steps: L: 186cm, W: 126cm, H:129cm,
Interior area: 118 x 118cm. 
RPP-SND £2,741.00

95

Create optimal space - activities in a raised area and storage at
floor level. Coloured surfaces on structure painted with very
hardwearing water soluble paint. Small structures ideal for 3 or
4 children, rectangular for 5 or 6 children. All come with storage
containers. Comes unassembled and requires adult supervision.

Fold away
steps

Swing door
with latch

Inaccessible
from the inside

for safety
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Storyteller’s Chair
Bring Literacy to life, and encourage children to learn by
playing in an imaginative way. 'Once upon a time' and
spiral arm rest engravings come as standard, but you can
have bespoke engravings. 1.5m length x 0.8m width.
SGP-STC £785.00

Modular Radius Seat
This versatile seating range allows an infinite variety of layouts, from full and
semi circles to horseshoe, 'S' and serpentine shapes. Create the seat you want
to fit your space and budget or design your own amphitheatre for assemblies
or as an outdoor classroom. Can be installed as low level or normal.
1.3m length x 0.4m width.
SGP-MRS £395.00 per module

96

sensory gardens

Horseshoe Bench
Comprising 8 of our Modular Radius Seats, the
Horseshoe Bench can seat up to about 24 children.
Sit in a ring facing the middle for outdoor learning
and games or turn around and face outwards to
watch the world go by. 3.9m x 3.4m.
SGP-HSB £2,560.00

Oak Leaf Table and Seats
Available as:
SGP-OLTSH Holly - 0.4m x 0.2m x 0.4m
SGP-OLTSO Oak - 0.4m x 0.2m x 0.4m
SG-OLTSB Beech - 0.4m x0.2m x 0.4m
SG-OLTSS Sycamore - 0.4m x 0.4m x 0.4m
SG-OLTSM Maple - 0.4m x 0.4m 0.4m
£1,330.00

seating
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Engraved Button Stools
Choose between:
Butterfly - Bee - Ladybird - Ant - Dragonfly
Snail - Spider - Centipede - Moth
0.3-0.4m height x 0.2m width.
SGP-EBS £250.00

Leaf Bench
1.8m length x 0.2m width

SGP-LB £790.00

97

Story Circle with 8
Block Seats
SGP-SC8BS £1,850.00

Minibeast Bench
1.8m length x 0.2m width

SGP-MBB £790.00
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Candy Colour Chimes
Candy Coloured visually appealing
chimes mounted on two timber posts.
There are 8 two inch diameter chimes,
mounted on a timber frame. When
installed they stand 1.5m tall and
provide an interesting musical piece
for your sensory garden.

SGP-CCC £985.00

music and mirrors

Rainwheel
Gentle sounds of rain captivate 

when you spin the wheel.
SGP-RW £895.00

Ladder Rattle
1m high x 1.5m wide.
SGP-LR £415.00
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Harmony
Elegant, with an irresistibly beautiful sound and breath-taking
resonance. Harmony is perfect for melodic exploration. Like a
vertical marimba or xylophone, the 11 extra thick aluminium
tubes supported by heavy-duty nylon coated galvanised steel
cables are arranged harmonically in the c-major pentatonic
scale to produce a sweet, happy, high-pitched sound.
1827 x 857 x 700.
SGP-HM £1,599.00

Babel Drum
Fabricated of stainless steel our Babel Drum has been carefully tuned

to replicate the sweet sound of steel pons. Played with the hands,
preferably by striking with the fingertips, the 6-notes produce perfect

musical tones typically associated with a tropical setting.
1300m high x 420 diameter.

Babel Drum Large is the same but a larger version of the drum.
SGP-BD £1,260.00

Eye Chimes
With the largest standing over 3m in height, 
our Emperor Chimes really are large in sound and size. 
Three different sizes span the primary c-major chord
with a very deep, profound sound and unparalleled
sustain. Striking the chime just about anywhere along
the tube produces a deep, resonant, powerful tone
that you not only hear, but feel as well. The harder you
strike, the more it will vibrate, creating a louder sound
with such resonance you can actually feel the vibration
through your entire body.
SGP-EC £2,196.00

Marimba
In the scale of c-major, the 11 hand crafted

hardwood notes are supported by heavy duty
nylon coated galvanised steel cables. The

elegant stainless steel stands will look
amazing anywhere, from a public park,

school playground or a private garden area.
SGP-MB £1,980.00

99Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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Sound Centre
For small spaces, the
sound centre creates a
sensory environment
by combining music
and planting.
SGP-SC £3,995.00

Flying Amadinda
The Flying Amadinda's thirteen 20mm by 90mm bars
are suspended between a sturdy frame with an overall
length of 18m. Coated steel cable suspending the bars
is maintenance-free. The bars are made of weather-
resistant ipe from sustainable sources. It is tuned to C
major in the pentatonic scale.
SGP-FA £1,820.00

music and mirrors

Turtle Drum
The Turtle Drum is a robust, rhythmical
musical instrument but is also a stunning
play sculpture. 1.4m x 1.7m area.
SGP-TD £1,165.00

Tubanos Drums
These five tubano styled drums are made with replacable PVC heads
ranging from 170mm to 400mm in diameter The drums can be fixed
at varying heights to suit your needs. The bases of the drums can be
permanently installed directly into the ground in a choice of
arrangement or supplied with a timber base. The drums can be
painted in any combination of colours.
SGP-TUD £1,420.00

Prices exclude VAT
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Convex Mirror Panel
Can be wall mounted or post mounted.
0.6m length x 1.4m width.
SGP-CXMP £765.00

Concave Mirror Panel
Can be wall mounted or post mounted.
0.6m length x 1.4m width.
SGP-CCMP £765.00

Mirror Chimes
The Mirror Chimes are highly polished Stainless steel notes
that give a unique sound whilst reflecting the surrounding
environment. The chimes can be mounted using the new

universal wall mounting brackets (provided).
SGP-MC £1,260.00

Wall Mounted Marimba
The Wall Mounted Marimba has polished
GRP notes that give a unique oriental
sound. GRP is extremly durable and can
be made to look like wood. The Marimba
can be mounted using the new universal
wall mounting brackets (provided).
SGP-WMM £1,260.00

Wavy Fun Mirror
Create a distorted image with this
wavy fun mirror. Measures approx
4ft tall x 2ft wide.
Available as:
• Freestanding with legs
• Wall Mounted
• With posts ready for 

cementing into the ground
SGP-WFM £370.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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Dizzy Disc
Loved by all, it especially focuses on those
with visual impairment or children within
the autistic spectrum. Requires wooden
structure/panel to mount to.
0.7m height x 0.5m width
SGP-DD £345.00

Sensory Totem 
Posts
Choose between our 
5 sensory totems!
STP-TS Taste and smell
STP-SC Sight and colour
STP-SH Sound and hearing
STP-ST Spirit and time
STP-TM Touch and movement
1.5m high.
£345.00

102

tactile and social play

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Tactile Panel
15 touchy-feely materials make up this panel that is supported between two
chunky posts. Encourage children to experience the different textures and shapes
and describe the sensation. Investigate which materials are hotter or colder than
others. Trace the outline of the spider and discover which hand fits the textured
shape; the panels are visually appealing with primary colours to name. This item
can be positioned against a wall or installed in an open location (slight variations
in design may occur).
SGP-18 £925.00

Activity Panel
Choose from either a blue or yellow
activity panel with various spinning
shapes with balls inside, rotating dice,
donut discs, and a large spinning wheel.
Measures approx 4ft tall x 2ft wide
Available as:
• Freestanding with legs
• Wall mounted (will stand ajar)
• With posts ready for cementing into

the ground
SGP-AP £435.00

Prices exclude VAT
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Talking Flowers
The pair of talking flowers are linked below ground and can be installed
up to 10m apart. The underground tube carries voices and sound from
one flower to the other. Made from steel with a heavy duty plastic top.
SGP-10 £1076.00

103

Wiggle Bars
New sensory garden wiggle bars,
ideal for developing hand- eye co-
ordination. Move the ring
alongside the bar without touching
it! The large garden version of the
old buzzer game, but without the
shock! Two timber posts support a
curved steel bar, which is threaded
through a plastic ring. Overall size
2.4m x 1.2m
SGP-WB £995.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Double Sided Blackboard
Create Art outside with this double sided
blackboard. Measures approx 4ft x 2ft.
Available as:
• Freestanding with legs
• Wall Mounted
• With posts ready for cementing into

the ground
SGP-DSB £230.00

Coloured Noughts 
and Crosses
Visually appealing game of noughts and crosses.
Freestanding version ideal for shows, or use at
home. Measures approx 4ft tall x 2.5ft wide.
Available as:
• Freestanding with legs
• Wall Mounted
• With posts ready for cementing into the ground
SGP-CNC £280.00

Prices exclude VAT
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Vanilla Playhouse
The Vanilla playhouse is a versatile
structure that can be used for all kinds
of role play, or as a quiet place to sit
and relax in the shade.
1.4m length x 1.6m wide x 1.9m high.
SGP-VPH £1,345.00

Teepee
The Teepee has two entrances, designed to be just

big enough for adults to get through but small
enough for children to feel at home. Children can

look out for cowboys through the two circular
windows as well as making it easy for the cowboy

(aka adults) to keep an eye on the little Indians.
2m x 2m x 2.6m height.

SGP-TP £2,160.00

dens
and bridges

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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Wave Bridge
1.3m x 3m x 1m.
SGP-WB £2,135.00

105

Clatter Bridge
Bridge measures 1.2 x 2.1m.
5.1m x 4.2m space required.
SGP-CLB £1,790.00

Chadsgrove Bridge
With 3 access points and a central platform,
the Chadsgrove Bridge can be enjoyed by
several users at a time. The gentle undulations
provide an interesting sensation for wheelchair
users or more of a challenge for those on foot.
5m x 5.7m.
SGP-CHB £5,249.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231
Prices exclude VAT
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Swing Steps
The swing steps move as you traverse across them.

A real test of balance and agility. 0.6m x 3.6m.
SGP-SS £1,495.00
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sensory garden packages
Starter Garden Package
Sensory Gardens are wonderful spaces to explore
sound, colour and movement outside- start with this
package of the most popular items to begin your
sensory exploration outdoors!

Package includes:
• Candy Colour Chimes
• Tactile Panel
• Wavy Fun Mirror

SGP-01P £2,200.00

Come Rain or Shine Garden Package
Exploratory garden package with 5 different sensory
garden products including tactile exploration board, fun
and colourful drums, candy colour chimes, spinning
rainwheel and a game of co-ordintation with wiggle bars!

Package includes:
• Tactile Panel • Wiggle Bars
• Candy Colour Chimes • Set of 5 Tubano Drums
• Rainwheel

SGP-02P £5,140.00

Balance Beam
0.2m x 2.2m.

SGP-BB £395.00

balance and swings

Balance Weaver
0.5m x 2.8m.
SGP-BW £790.00

Nest Swing
1.9m x 2.8m.
SGP-NS £1,995.00
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Total Sensory Order Form 
 

 
 
 
Name:  Company:  
Date:  Our Quote number (if 

applicable) 
 

Your Order 
Number: 

 Do you have an 
account? 

 

Are you VAT 
exempt? 

 Contact name and 
number: 

 
 
 

Invoice Address:  
 
 

Email Address:  

Delivery Address (if 
different): 

 
 
 
 

  

 
Quantity: Item Code: Description: Price per unit Total 

Price 
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
Net Amount: 
Carriage: 

Invoice Total: 
Please email to info@totalsensory.co.uk or fax to 01702 541049. Our postal address is as below.  
If you are VAT exempt, please send the VAT declaration form with your order. 
 

Total Sensory, Technologies House, 507 Ashingdon Rd, Rochford, Esssex, SS4 3HE 
Tel: 01702 542231   info@totalsensory.co.uk    www.totalsensory.co.uk 
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PLEASE NOTE THERE ARE PENALTIES FOR MAKING FALSE DECLARATIONS
Some products are eligible for VAT exemption, provided that they are bought by a registered charity or are for use by a named
individual who is disabled. If you qualify, please fill in your details below, indicating whether goods are being supplied to an
individual or a charity. 

Email back to info@totalsensory.co.uk or fax to 01702 541049.

CUSTOMER
If you are in any doubt as to whether you are eligible to receive goods or services zero-rated for VAT you should consult notice 701/7
VAT reliefs for disabled people or contact the National Advice Service on 0845 010 9000 before signing the declaration.
If at a later date the VAT office deems that VAT should have been paid, either in part or in full, Total Sensory reserve the right to
invoice you for the VAT due for immediate payment.

I (full name/charity) Charity Number

Of (address)

Declare that:
I am chronically sick or have a disabling condition by reason of:

Please give full and specific description of your condition below. Please leave blank if you are a charity.

I am receiving from:
Total Sensory, Technologies House, 507 Ashingdon Rd, Rochford, Essex, SS4 3HE
The following goods; which are being supplied to me/or made available for a disabled person’s domestic or personal use

And I claim relief from value added tax (VAT) Aids to disabled Act
Name (BLOCK CAPITALS)

Signed

Date

If you have filled-in this form on behalf of a disabled person please complete the following
Your Name (Block Capitals) Signed

Eligibility zero rated VAT declaration
by a charity/ disabled person
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storage and safety

Double Plug Cover
Protects inquisitive fingers from the dangers of live
electrical sockets. The socket protector is easily fitted
without removing the socket faceplate or any contact
with live wires. Can be fitted to single, as well as double
UK style wall sockets. Access to the socket and plugs is
gained by pressing buttons on each side of the unit. 

Designed for use with BSI aproved UK stlye three pin
electric wall mounted sockets, switched or unswitched.
It is not suitable for sockets with surface mounted
pattress boxes, or for use outdoors.

STO-PC £12.99

Shoe/Disc Holder
Vibrant vinyl panel with 8 pockets for holding

spare projector discs, shoes or other materials.
Good storage for sensory rooms, and to

encourage operators to change the feel of the
room with easy access to other discs etc.

Measures approx 123cm long x 70cm wide.
Pockets 30cm wide x 26cm deep.

STO-VH £99.99

Mosaic Storage Tub
Mosiac Storage containers designed for tiny
tots. Removable sides means they can be
stored in the smallest of spaces. Made from
a hard wearing foam, denisty 28kg/m3 and
covered in a jersey-backed vinyl cover.

Choice of colours:
Orange - Light Orange - Green
Light Green - Blue - Light Blue
Length: 48cm, Width: 48cm, Height: 24cm.

STO-MT £85.00

Contact us on +44 (0)1702 542231

Range of products ideal for safety and storage in sensory
environments.

Prices exclude VAT
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Technologies House, 507 Ashingdon Road, Rochford, Essex, SS4 3HE

Tel: +44 (0)1702 542231

Fax: +44(0)1702 541049

Email: info@totalsensory.co.uk
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